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Abstract

The Hengduan Mountains (HM) are located on the southeastern edge of the Tibetan Plateau (TP) and feature high mountain

ridges (> 6000 m a.s.l.) separated by deep valleys. The HM region also features an exceptionally high biodiversity, believed

to have emerged from the topography interacting with the climate. To investigate the role of the HM topography on regional

climate, we conduct simulations with the regional climate model COSMO at high horizontal resolutions (at ˜12 km and a

convection-permitting scale of ˜4.4 km) for the present-day climate. We conduct one control simulation with modern topography

and two idealised experiments with modified topography, inspired by past geological processes that shaped the mountain range.

In the first experiment, we reduce the HM’s elevation by applying a spatially non-uniform scaling to the topography. The results

show that, following the uplift of the HM, the local rainy season precipitation increases by ˜25%. Precipitation in Indochina

and the Bay of Bengal (BoB) also intensifies. Additionally, the cyclonic circulation in the BoB extends eastward, indicating

an intensification of the East Asian summer monsoon. In the second experiment, we remove the deep valley by applying an

envelope topography to quantify the effects of terrain undulation with high amplitude and frequency on climate. On the western

flanks of the HM, precipitation slightly increases, while the remaining fraction of the mountain range experiences ˜20% less

precipitation. Simulations suggest an overall positive feedback between precipitation, erosion, and valley deepening for this

region, which could have influenced the diversification of local organisms.
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Key Points:12

• We perform high-resolution regional climate simulations over southeastern Tibet13

for contemporary climate and different mountain geometries.14

• The uplift of the Hengduan Mountains enhances local precipitation and amplifies15

summer monsoon circulation in East Asia.16

• Enhanced mountain relief leads to more precipitation, suggesting a positive feed-17

back between precipitation and valley deepening by erosion.18
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Abstract19

The Hengduan Mountains (HM) are located on the southeastern edge of the Tibetan Plateau20

(TP) and feature high mountain ridges (> 6000 m a.s.l.) separated by deep valleys. The21

HM region also features an exceptionally high biodiversity, believed to have emerged from22

the topography interacting with the climate. To investigate the role of the HM topog-23

raphy on regional climate, we conduct simulations with the regional climate model COSMO24

at high horizontal resolutions (at ∼12 km and a convection-permitting scale of ∼4.4 km)25

for the present-day climate. We conduct one control simulation with modern topogra-26

phy and two idealised experiments with modified topography, inspired by past geolog-27

ical processes that shaped the mountain range. In the first experiment, we reduce the28

HM’s elevation by applying a spatially non-uniform scaling to the topography. The re-29

sults show that, following the uplift of the HM, the local rainy season precipitation in-30

creases by ∼25%. Precipitation in Indochina and the Bay of Bengal (BoB) also inten-31

sifies. Additionally, the cyclonic circulation in the BoB extends eastward, indicating an32

intensification of the East Asian summer monsoon. In the second experiment, we remove33

deep valleys by applying an envelope topography to quantify the effects of terrain un-34

dulation with high amplitude and frequency on climate. On the western flanks of the35

HM, precipitation slightly increases, while the remaining fraction of the mountain range36

experiences ∼20% less precipitation. Simulations suggest an overall positive feedback be-37

tween precipitation, erosion, and valley deepening for this region, which could have in-38

fluenced the diversification of local organisms.39

Plain Language Summary40

The Hengduan Mountains (HM), located on the southeastern edge of the Tibetan41

Plateau, feature high mountains separated by deep valleys. They also exhibit a partic-42

ularly high biodiversity, which is believed to be caused by the interaction of mountain43

formation and climate. To understand the impact of HM geometry on local climate, we44

perform high-resolution atmospheric simulations with different HM shapes. We conduct45

one experiment with modern topography and two idealised experiments with modified46

topographies inspired by past geology: one where the mountains’ elevation is lowered and47

another one where the deep valleys are filled. The first experiment reveals that the up-48

lift of the HM leads to a local precipitation increase of ∼25%, with remote effects of en-49

hanced precipitation in Indochina and the Bay of Bengal. The uplifted HM also makes50

the East Asia summer monsoon stronger. In the second experiment, when we remove51

the valleys, the western side of the mountains experiences a slight increase in precipi-52

tation, but the rest of the HM receives ∼20% less. This suggests that deep valleys am-53

plify precipitation and accelerate erosion, further deepening these valleys over time. This54

positive feedback process could have supported the diversification of local organisms by55

offering a broader range of different climates.56

1 Introduction57

The Hengduan Mountains (HM) are located on the southeastern edge of the Ti-58

betan Plateau (TP). Covering an area of over 600,000 km2 and featuring an average el-59

evation of more than 4000 meters above sea level, the HM represents the longest and widest60

north-south mountain range system in China (Z. Li et al., 2011; Ning et al., 2012; K. Zhang61

et al., 2014). The contemporary topography is shaped by plate tectonics, which has led62

to the formation of folded mountains and a series of faulted basins, as well as by spa-63

tially heterogeneous erosion, responsible for the creation of deep river valleys. These val-64

leys possess high topographic complexity and exhibit active geomorphic processes at the65

kilometre scale (Clark et al., 2005; Royden et al., 2008; E. Wang et al., 2012; Tian et al.,66

2015; Yang et al., 2016; L. Ding et al., 2022). Despite being located at higher latitudes,67

the HM hosts exceptionally high biodiversity, comparable to tropical regions (Mutke &68
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Barthlott, 2005). This feature is believed to be linked to past complex interactions be-69

tween plate tectonics, land surface dynamics, and atmospheric circulation in this region70

(Antonelli et al., 2018). Understanding the complex interaction between topography and71

climate is key to comprehending the features that make this region climatically and bi-72

ologically unique.73

Situated at the convergence of the Indian, East Asian, and western North Pacific74

summer monsoon systems (ISM, EASM, and WNPSM), the climate of HM exhibits a75

typical monsoon dynamic with distinct rainy and dry seasons (B. Wang & LinHo, 2002).76

The rainy season, which spans from May to September, sees the South Asian monsoon77

strike the mountain range, bringing substantial moisture and resulting in high rates of78

precipitation, particularly in the southwestern part of the HM (Z. Zhang et al., 2004).79

The influence of the north-south orientation of the HM is evident in the heterogeneous80

spatial distribution of local precipitation - the southwestern part of the HM receives rel-81

atively high precipitation, while the central and northeastern parts experience relatively82

low precipitation (Yu et al., 2018). Moreover, the complex topography with a profoundly83

dissected landscape generates a heterogeneous distribution of precipitations with a con-84

trast between moist and dry valleys. Both the mean precipitation and precipitation ex-85

tremes have shown a declining trend from southwest to northeast across the HM from86

1960 onward (Z. Li et al., 2011; Ning et al., 2012; K. Zhang et al., 2014). Precipitation87

over the HM plays a significant role in shaping local ecological productivity through its88

impacts on glacier growth, surface runoff, and river flow (Dong et al., 2016; Qi et al., 2022).89

The topography of the TP and the HM are known to significantly influence the Asian90

monsoon through both dynamic and thermal effects. The topography acts as a barrier,91

preventing the intrusion of cold, dry extratropical air into the warm, moist regions af-92

fected by the Asian monsoon (Boos & Kuang, 2010). Additionally, the landmass releases93

energy into the atmosphere in summer, inducing air pumping, deflecting mid-latitude94

westerlies, and generating cyclonic circulation in the lower troposphere in the Bay of Ben-95

gal (BoB) (Wu et al., 2012). However, the relative importance of these effects – i.e., the96

blocking versus air pumping – for monsoon formation remains a matter of debate (Molnar97

et al., 2010; Park et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2018; Acosta & Huber, 2020).98

Both data diagnosis and numerical experiments have exhibited that the topogra-99

phy affects the downstream EASM through mid-latitude Rossby wave propagation and100

air-sea interaction (Zhao & Chen, 2001; Y. Zhang et al., 2004; KOSEKI et al., 2008; Duan101

et al., 2011; Y. Liu et al., 2020; M. Lu et al., 2023). B. Wang et al. (2008) argued that102

the warming TP enhances summer frontal rainfall in the EA region by strengthening the103

anticyclonic circulation at upper levels and the cyclonic circulation at lower levels. This104

facilitates the eastward propagation of Rossby wave energy and fortifies the anticyclonic105

ridge over eastern China, strengthening moisture transport toward the EA subtropical106

front. According to Wu et al. (2017), under global warming, the sensible heat of the TP107

experienced a reduction from the mid-1970s to the end of the 20th century due to de-108

creased surface wind speed. This reduction has resulted in a weakened near-surface cy-109

clonic circulation and, consequently, a weakened EASM. Hence, the rain belt remains110

situated over South China, intensifying the precipitation in the region. The discrepancy111

between the findings of these studies may be ascribed to the different sources and un-112

certainties in data quality. A more reliable modelling study is required to tackle the phys-113

ical processes by which the status of the TP affects the regional climate.114

Numerical simulations have been widely employed to investigate the impact of moun-115

tain uplift on local and large-scale climate in interaction with the Asian monsoon sys-116

tem. Early studies focusing on the surface uplift effects of the TP treated the region as117

a single, vast feature, using low-resolution climate models with just two scenarios: with118

and without mountains (Manabe & Terpstra, 1974). Subsequent research used ’phased119

uplift’ scenarios, assuming a linear increase in elevation based on the premise that past120

TP states can be approximated by spatially homogeneous scaling of contemporary to-121

pography (X. Liu & Yin, 2002; D. Jiang et al., 2008; Botsyun et al., 2016; Paeth et al.,122

2019). However, geological evidence suggests that the TP has experienced regional up-123
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lift, rather than a uniform rising process (Tapponnier et al., 2001). More realistic regional124

uplift scenarios are now being considered, and the role of the HM is being examined. H. Tang125

et al. (2013) found that the EASM enhancement is primarily driven by the surface sen-126

sible heating of the central and northern TP and HM. R. Zhang et al. (2015) underscored127

the role of the HM in modifying the low-level cyclonic circulation in the BoB, leading128

to substantial precipitation in this area. Yu et al. (2018) proposed that the uplift of the129

HM primarily causes local, rather than large-scale, changes. The topography is charac-130

terized by both the high average elevation and its local variance and both should be eval-131

uated to understand the complex climate of the region.132

The complex topography of the TP and HM regions poses a significant challenge133

to accurately modelling its intricate monsoon system. Yet, many previous studies have134

relied on coarse-resolution global climate models (typically with a grid spacing of 100-135

200 km) or intermediate-resolution regional climate models (with a grid spacing of 20-136

50 km), which are unable to capture the small-scale topography and its associated cli-137

mate over the HM. Previous studies have demonstrated that high-resolution simulations138

can offer a more accurate representation of climate, particularly in terms of capturing139

extreme events such as heavy precipitation and the water cycle in areas of complex ter-140

rain, compared to global climate simulations (Giorgi & Mearns, 1999; Schiemann et al.,141

2014; Kotlarski et al., 2014; Ban et al., 2015; Prein et al., 2016).142

In this study, we evaluate the impact of the HM geometry on both regional and143

local climates, with a focus on extreme precipitation events. We use the regional climate144

model COSMO (Rockel et al., 2008), with a grid spacing of 12 km and a convection-permitting145

grid spacing of 4.4 km, to conduct numerical experiments with both contemporary and146

modified topography. We conduct simulations for the present-day climate using two ide-147

alized topographies that are linked to the formation of the HM. In the first experiment,148

we produce a topography with a lower average elevation in a spatially non-uniform way,149

which reflects a potential past state of the HM uplift. In a second experiment, we elim-150

inate deep valleys, formed by uplift and river incision, by applying an envelope topog-151

raphy to quantify their impact on climate.152

The structure of the manuscript is as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the climate model153

used in this study and its configuration, the derivation of the idealized topographies, and154

the reference data employed in this study. Sect. 3 presents an evaluation of COSMO’s155

capability to reproduce the present-day climate. Sect. 4 discusses the experiments with156

modified topography. Sect. 5 provides a summary of the main findings of this study and157

concluding remarks.158

2 Methods and Data159

2.1 Model simulations160

In this study, we apply the non-hydrostatic COSMO model (Rockel et al., 2008)161

in climate mode within a two-step, one-way nesting framework. The COSMO version162

used here takes advantage of a heterogeneous hardware architecture with Graphics Pro-163

cessing Units (GPUs), enabling more efficient exploitation of available hardware, and en-164

ergy resources, and achieving higher computational performance (Fuhrer et al., 2014; Leutwyler165

et al., 2016). The model uses the generalized terrain-following height coordinate (Gal-166

Chen & Somerville, 1975) with rotated latitude-longitude coordinates and applies a split-167

explicit third-order Runge-Kutta scheme in time (Wicker & Skamarock, 2002). For con-168

vective parameterization, COSMO employs the Tiedtke Mass flux scheme with equilib-169

rium closure based on moisture convergence (Tiedtke, 1989). The multi-layer soil model170

TERRA ML, coupled with the groundwater-runoff scheme described by Schlemmer et171

al. (2018), is used for the representation of land surface processes (Erdmann et al., 2006).172

The radiation parameterization scheme is based on a δ-two-stream version of the gen-173

eral equation for radiative transfer (Ritter & Geleyn, 1992). A turbulent-kinetic-energy-174

based parameterization is used for vertical turbulent diffusion and surface fluxes (Raschendorfer,175
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2001). Cloud microphysics is represented by a single-moment scheme that considers five176

species: cloud water, cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel (Reinhardt & Seifert, 2006).177

We use COSMO in the following framework: We define a large-scale model domain178

(LSM) (Fig. 1a) with a grid spacing of 0.11° (∼12 km) and 1058 × 610 grid cells. This179

domain approximately corresponds to the CORDEX East Asia domain (Giorgi & Gutowski,180

2015) but extends eastward to allow an unconstrained imprint of the modified topog-181

raphy on the large-scale climate downstream of the typical westerly flow. We perform182

LSM simulations with parameterized deep convection. Within the LSM domain, we nest183

a convection-permitting model (CPM) with a grid spacing of 0.04° (∼4.4 km) and 650184

× 650 grid cells. The CPM domain, centred over the HM, covers Southwest China and185

parts of Indochina (Fig. 1b). The CPM simulations explicitly resolve deep convection186

and are initialized from the LSM experiments. In the vertical direction, all simulations187

are run with 57 model levels ranging from the surface to the model top at approximately188

30 km. We use a sponge layer with Rayleigh damping in the uppermost levels of the model189

domain. All simulations (control and two experiments with modified topography; see Sect.190

2.2) span a five-year period from 2001 to 2005. We initialize LSM simulations and drive191

them laterally with the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF)192

operational reanalysis ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020) at 6-hourly increments. Previous193

regional climate model experiments have shown that model performance can be improved194

with the application of spectral nudging (von Storch et al., 2000; Cha & Lee, 2009) —195

also for the East Asian region (J. Tang et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016). In this setup, forc-196

ings are stipulated not only at the lateral boundaries but also in large-scale flow condi-197

tions inside the model integration domain. However, we opt not to apply spectral nudg-198

ing because modified topography is expected to impact climate on both local and larger199

scales. Spectral nudging would adjust large-scale atmospheric flow at upper levels to-200

wards the reanalysis state, which is derived from unmodified modern topography. To avoid201

this inconsistency and to allow for more unconstrained imprints of modified topography202

on large-scale flow, we do not use this technique.203

2.2 Modification of Hengduan Mountains’ topography204

We consider two idealized topographies to study the sensitivity of local and larger-205

scale climates to the geometry of the HM. The modern control topography, as well as206

the two modified topographies, are derived from the high-resolution digital elevation model207

(DEM) MERIT (Yamazaki et al., 2017). This DEM demonstrates very good performance208

in terms of data quality and general statistics compared to similar available DEM prod-209

ucts for the High-Mountain Asia (HMA) region (K. Liu et al., 2019). For consistency,210

we apply the topographic changes to both the coarse- (0.11°/∼12 km) and high-resolution211

(0.04°/∼4.4 km) model topography. We refer to the coarse and high-resolution control212

simulations as CTRL11 and CTRL04, respectively. Before running COSMO simulations,213

we use COSMO’s pre-processing tool EXTPAR to generate static external fields such214

as surface elevation, land-sea mask, and background albedo. Some of these fields, such215

as the orographic sub-grid parameters, depend on the raw input topography. To ensure216

consistency among all topography-based fields, we modify the MERIT data fed into EXTPAR,217

rather than altering the output topography from EXTPAR.218

2.2.1 Reduced topography219

To study the impact of regional surface uplift, we generate a topography represent-220

ing a possible past stage of the HM with a lower average surface elevation. Detailed re-221

gional information on the past stages of the geological evolution of the Southeastern TP222

is uncertain (Royden et al., 2008). This hypothetical stage is inspired by the topographic223

configuration before the onset of the eastward extension in the central TP (Hoke et al.,224

2014). In this scenario, topographic changes are confined to the Southeastern TP and225

part of the Indochina Peninsula (Fig. 2b). The east-west extension of the TP is repre-226
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Figure 1. Overview of the COSMO domains used in this study. We apply (a) a large-scale

domain at 12 km grid spacing (LSM) and (b) a nested domain at 4.4 km grid spacing (CPM).

Black circles in (b) denote 62 precipitation stations in China considered for model evaluation.

Additionally, the dashed outlines highlight the region of eastern Tibet (ET) and Hengduan

Mountains (HM), which are used for analysis in Sections 3 and 4. In (b), the blue line represents

a transect used in Section 4, which crosses the HM and is approximately parallel to the prevail-

ing wind direction. Panel (c) shows the precipitation (unit: mm day−1) and vertically integrated

water vapour transport (unit: kg m−1 s−1) during the rainy season averaged over the year 2001

– 2005 from IMERG and ERA5, respectively. Based on the meteorological features during the

rainy season, we further divide the HM into three subregions, including two upstream regions

(HMUN, HMUS) with relatively high and low precipitation amounts, respectively, and one down-

stream region (HMC).

sented in the model by a geographically-based modification of the HM topography, and227

the elevation is reduced by 0–90%. A more detailed description of the topography mod-228

ification scheme is presented in Supporting Information S1. We refer to the coarse-resolution229

simulation with reduced topography as TRED11 and the high-resolution simulation as230

TRED04.231

2.2.2 Envelope topography232

In this topography modification experiment, we investigate the role of deep valleys,233

which have formed through river incision and erosion, on the local climate. To remove234

river incisions from the modern topography, we compute an envelope topography. This235

concept has been applied in other studies (L. Li & Zhu, 1990; Damseaux et al., 2019),236

though driven by different research questions. We derive an envelope topography by com-237

puting a three-dimensional convex hull from the MERIT DEM, whose curvature was en-238
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Figure 2. Panel (a) shows the modern topography (CTRL), (b) reduced topography (TRED),

and (c) envelope topography (TENV) in meters above sea level at 4.4 km grid spacing.

hanced by a certain factor. The triangle mesh from the convex hull is subsequently ras-239

terized back to the regular MERIT grid. This raw envelope topography is then embed-240

ded into the unmodified MERIT data with a 100 km wide transition zone to ensure smooth241

and continuous terrain between the raw envelope and the unmodified topography (see242

Fig. A4c). However, this embedded raw envelope topography represents an unrealistic243

scenario because the additional weight of the material used to fill the valleys would lead244

to an isostatic adjustment and, thus, a general lowering of the terrain. We account for245

this effect by estimating plate deflection using a two-dimensional model (Wickert, 2016;246

Jha et al., 2017). The final envelope topography that we apply is displayed in Fig. 2c.247

A more detailed description of the topography modification scheme is presented in S2.248

We refer to the coarse-resolution simulation with envelope topography as TENV11 and249

the high-resolution simulation as TENV04.250

2.2.3 Adjustment of land cover to elevation changes251

Changes in the surface elevation of grid cells induce modifications in climate, such252

as temperature changes according to the local lapse rate. In turn, the local land cover253

would adjust to the new climate. A land cover type that is particularly sensitive to el-254

evation is permanent ice (i.e., glacier coverage). Ice-covered grid cells exhibit distinctive255

surface properties (e.g., in terms of albedo) compared to unglaciated grid cells and should256

thus be adjusted in response to elevation changes. We perform a brief analysis of the re-257

gional line, above which permanent snow and ice prevail, based on GlobCover 2009 data258

(Arino et al., 2012). Based on these results, we adjust the glaciation of grid cells with259

changed elevation using a conservative approach (see S3). Additionally, in the case of260

a grid cell changing from ice-free to glaciated, there is a form of ’self-adjustment’ in COSMO261
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as such grid cells will accumulate permanent snow and will thus behave similarly to cells262

that are predefined as ice-covered. We do not adjust other land cover classes (e.g., de-263

ciduous/evergreen forest) because the dependencies of these classes on elevation are found264

to be far more complex in our study regions (Chang et al., 2023), and differences between265

vegetation classes (e.g., in terms of albedo) are typically less pronounced than between266

ice-covered and non-glaciated grid cells.267

2.3 Reference data268

To evaluate the model’s performance, we employ a combination of in situ obser-269

vations, satellite products, and reanalysis data (see Tab. 1 for an overview and product270

references). ERA5 reanalysis data are used to evaluate the large-scale circulation sim-271

ulated by COSMO, as well as 2m air temperature and precipitation. To further assess272

2m air temperature, we consider two station-derived products: the Asian Precipitation273

- Highly-Resolved Observational Data Integration Towards Evaluation (APHRODITE),274

and the surface observation time-series data set from the University of East Anglia Cli-275

matic Research Unit (CRU). In evaluating precipitation, we additionally consider the276

following observation-based products: Integrated Multi-satellite Retrievals for Global Pre-277

cipitation Measurement (IMERG), APHRODITE, and the Global Precipitation Clima-278

tology Centre (GPCC) data set. The first product is derived from remote sensing infor-279

mation and calibrated with ground in situ data, while the latter two data sets are in-280

ferred from precipitation gauge measurements only. Gauge-derived or calibrated grid-281

ded precipitation data sets tend to underestimate actual precipitation (Singh & Kumar,282

1997; Prein & Gobiet, 2017), particularly in areas with complex terrain and at higher283

latitudes (Beck et al., 2020). Such biases are also quantified for our study region (Y. Jiang284

et al., 2022) and are primarily caused by two factors: first, rain gauges undercatch pre-285

cipitation, particularly in wind-exposed and snow-dominated environments (Schneider286

et al., 2013; Kirschbaum et al., 2017). Secondly, precipitation gauge networks are dis-287

proportionately located in valley floors, which typically receive less precipitation than288

valley flanks and ridges (Sevruk et al., 2009; Rasmussen et al., 2012). GPCC is corrected289

for precipitation undercatch (Schneider et al., 2013) but not for the second issue men-290

tioned above. Therefore, we considered another precipitation reference product (called291

PBCOR) from Beck et al. (2020). This product accounts for both undercatch and the292

spatial non-representativeness of gauge stations by estimating precipitation as a resid-293

ual from modelled/observed evaporation and runoff. The output from this study has been294

applied in Prein et al. (2022) to evaluate modelled precipitation in the HMA region. More-295

over, we consider hourly precipitation measurements from 62 ground-based meteorolog-296

ical stations of the China Meteorological Administration (CMA; see Fig. 1b for station297

locations) to compare the impact of parameterised versus explicitly represented deep con-298

vection on modelled precipitation. We use the method outlined by Kaufmann (2008) to299

compare modelled precipitation with station data. For CTRL11, the station data are com-300

pared with values from the closest model grid cell. For CTRL04, we select the grid cell301

closest to the station’s altitude within a 6 km radius. This method has previously been302

utilised by Ban et al. (2015) and S. Li et al. (2023) in their validation of simulated pre-303

cipitation against station data.304

2.4 Precipitation indices and spatiotemporal evaluation305

We use multiple statistical indices outlined in Tab. 2 to study the characteristics306

and variations of precipitation and its extremes in both observational data and model307

simulations. Following Ban et al. (2021), a wet day is defined as daily precipitation greater308

than or equal to 1 mm/d, and a wet hour is defined as hourly precipitation greater than309

or equal to 0.1 mm/h.310

For the majority of our analyses, we consider the rainy (MJJAS) and dry (NDJFM)311

seasons, which are common periods for studying Asian monsoon climate (B. Wang & LinHo,312
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Table 1. Overview of the applied reference data in this study. Abbreviations for the applied

variables: 2m temperature (T), precipitation (P), wind (W) and specific humidity (QV) at 850

hPa.

Name Type Variables Resolution Reference

ERA5 reanalysis T, P, W, QV ∼30 km Hersbach et al. (2020)
APHRODITE ground in situ T, P ∼25 km Yatagai et al. (2012)
CRU ground in situ T ∼50 km Harris et al. (2013)
IMERG remote sensinga P ∼10 km Huffman et al. (2015)
GPCC ground in situ P ∼50 km Schneider et al. (2013)
PBCOR combinedb P ∼5 km Beck et al. (2020)
CMA station ground in situ P - http://data.cma.cn/en

aGround in situ data was used for calibration.
bInferred from reanalysis and ground in situ precipitation data, gridded evaporation data

sets and observed runoff.

Table 2. Precipitation indices applied in this studya.

Name Definition Unit

Mean Mean precipitation mm/d
Frequency Wet day/hour frequency -
Intensity Wet day/hour intensity mm/d or mm/h
pxD The xth percentile of daily precipitation mm/d
pxH The xth percentile of hourly precipitation mm/h

aNote that all percentile indices are expressed relative to all (wet and dry)

days/hours (Schär et al., 2016).

2002; B. Wang et al., 2006). We mostly focus on the summer monsoon (MJJAS), because313

the majority of the yearly accumulated precipitation occurs in this period in the HM and314

the surrounding area. In the validation part (Sect. 3) however, we also carry out model315

evaluations on a seasonal basis, i.e., for winter (DJF), spring (MAM), summer (JJA),316

and autumn (SON) over 5 years, to allow for a direct comparison with previous mod-317

elling studies (e.g., B. Huang et al. (2015); W. Zhou et al. (2016)).318

For spatial analysis, we define multiple domains, which are displayed in Fig. 1b and319

1c. The largest domain, ET, encompasses the majority of the land area of the CPM do-320

main and all CMA precipitation gauge stations (see Fig. 1b). The HM domain contains321

the majority of the area that is affected by the topographic modification scenarios (see322

Sect. 2.2). We further split this domain according to the national boundaries between323

China and India/Myanmar into an upstream and a centre region (HMU and HMC, re-324

spectively). HMU represents the HM area that is located upstream of the prevailing at-325

mospheric flow during the summer monsoon (see Fig. 1c). For model evaluation (see Sect.326

3.2), this domain is divided again into a northern part (HMUN), which experiences very327

large precipitation amounts, and a southern part (HMUS) which features a dryer climate.328

3 Evaluation of simulated present-day climate329

In this section, we first validate the ability of the coarser-scale, CTRL11 simula-330

tion to reproduce the characteristics of the East Asian summer climate. We conduct an331

evaluation of this simulation for each season independently. To keep this section concise,332

we present only the results for the summer season, with those for winter, spring, and au-333

tumn available in Fig. S6-S11 for a more comprehensive view. Subsequently, we eval-334
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uate the convection-permitting control simulation CTRL04, which has a grid spacing of335

4.4 km. This evaluation places a focus on extreme precipitation indices, for which we use336

an extended set of rain gauge precipitation stations in China that operate at an hourly337

resolution.338

3.1 East Asian climate339

The performance of CTRL11 in simulating the mean characteristics of the East Asian340

summer climate is presented in Fig. 3. We remap the model outputs to the correspond-341

ing observation or reanalysis grids using bi-linear interpolation for continuous variables342

like temperature and wind speed. Precipitation is remapped using the first-order con-343

servative method to maintain the water budgets (Jones, 1999). Fig. 3a–c display the mean344

precipitation from June to August during 2001 – 2005 in CTRL11, IMERG, and their345

difference. The spatial distribution of summer precipitation over East Asia shows sig-346

nificant variation, and CTRL11 simulation reproduces these variations quite well with347

a pattern correlation of 0.77 and a mean bias of 0.17 mm day−1. During the summer sea-348

son, areas near the southern coast of the continent, including the northeastern BoB, the349

northeastern Arabian Sea, the Philippine Sea, and the South China Sea (SCS), experi-350

ence the highest precipitation amounts in both the simulation and the observation. The351

southern flanks of the Himalayas also receive heavy rainfall due to the monsoon winds352

bringing moisture from the Indian Ocean and the BoB — a process effectively captured353

by our model. However, the summer precipitation over India and the SCS is underes-354

timated in CTRL11 by 3–5 mm day−1 (Fig. 3c). In contrast, in the mid-latitude regions355

of the West Pacific Ocean and the low-latitude region of the BoB, the precipitation is356

overestimated by approximately 5 mm day−1. The precipitation bias pattern over the357

lower latitudes in CTRL11 resembles that found in previous modelling studies over this358

area (B. Huang et al., 2015; W. Zhou et al., 2016). Unlike previous modelling efforts (D. Wang359

et al., 2013; B. Huang et al., 2015; W. Zhou et al., 2016), our simulations feature lower360

precipitation biases over the TP, indicating potential benefits from employing a higher361

spatial resolution.362

Fig. 3d–f illustrate the simulated and observed mean summer 2m air temperature363

and the difference between the simulation and observation. CTRL11 reproduces the ob-364

served spatial pattern of surface air temperature very accurately, with a pattern corre-365

lation of 0.97. A weak cold bias exists over Siberia and a stronger warm bias in central366

Asia. W. Zhou et al. (2016) reported a similar warm bias during the summer season in367

their COSMO simulations. The simulated surface air temperature aligns better with ob-368

servations over India, the Indochina peninsula, TP, and southeastern China compared369

with previous simulations (W. Zhou et al., 2016; Meng et al., 2018).370

To understand the biases in surface climatology, we compare the low-level atmo-371

spheric flow and specific humidity between CTRL11 and the ERA5 reanalysis data. Fig.372

3g–i depict the spatial patterns of the wind and specific humidity at 850 hPa. The spe-373

cific humidity reveals excellent spatial agreement with the reanalysis, demonstrating a374

pattern correlation of 0.98 and a bias of 0.01 g kg−1. The most significant negative bi-375

ases in specific humidity occur over Central Asia and Pakistan. CTRL11 simulates a stronger376

northerly flow over Afghanistan and Pakistan. This flow correlates with the transporta-377

tion of drier continental air towards the coastal regions, which then advects over India,378

potentially causing the precipitation bias there.379

The region of Asia experiencing the monsoon weather pattern exhibits the most380

distinct annual variations in precipitation, characterised by alternating dry and wet sea-381

sons synchronised with the seasonal reversal of the monsoon circulation features (Webster382

et al., 1998). The monsoon circulation patterns in India and East Asia have unique char-383

acteristics (Y. Ding & Chan, 2005). Fig. 4 presents a Hovmöller diagram of the observed384

and simulated annual cycle of meridional precipitation (from 5oN to 50oN, and zonally385

averaged over 70 – 80oE and 110 – 120oE). The ISM’s and EASM’s spatiotemporal char-386

acteristics are very well captured in this representation. It shows a generally good align-387
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ment between CTRL11 and IMERG, particularly in terms of the temporal and latitu-388

dinal progression of monsoon precipitation. CTRL11 effectively captures the gradual on-389

set of the monsoon over India, but it does underestimate rainfall during the summer sea-390

son (Fig. 4a). As shown in Fig. 4b, before mid-May, the main rain belt in the SCS lon-391

gitudes is located south of 10oN, while a second rain belt is found in South China be-392

tween 20 – 30oN. Around mid-May, the tropical rain belt suddenly shifts northward, re-393

sulting in the merging of the two rain belts. CTRL11 accurately captures this rapid on-394

set process, which has also been documented by previous monsoon studies (Matsumoto,395

1997; B. Wang & LinHo, 2002; Y. Ding & Chan, 2005).396

Figure 4. Hovmöller diagrams of the seasonal precipitation cycle zonally averaged over (a) 70

– 80oE and (b) 110 – 120oE (unit: mm day−1). A 5-day moving average has been applied to the

5-year climatology to remove high-frequency variability.

3.2 Eastern Tibet climate397

We evaluate the accuracy of the simulated ET and HM climate by comparing it398

with several observational data sets. Fig. 5a displays the ET-averaged seasonal precip-399

itation cycle based on observational data, reanalysis, and model simulations. The sea-400

sonal cycle of precipitation over ET typically features a dry winter and a prolonged rainy401

season from May to September, with a precipitation peak in July, according to the ref-402

erence data. In terms of precipitation magnitudes, both CTRL11 and CTRL04 closely403
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Figure 5. Seasonal cycles of (a) precipitation and (c) 2m temperature of our control simula-

tions and the reference data sets averaged over the Eastern Tibet domain. Temporally integrated

quantities over the rainy (MJJAS) / dry (NDJFM) season (and the entire year) are displayed on

the right. Panel (b) shows precipitation for the rainy/day season and averaged over the year for

the Hengduan mountains sub-regions. Note the different y-axis ranges. The brown boxes in panel

(a) and panel (b) specify the uncertainty range of PBCOR for the annual values. Panel (d) dis-

plays the 2m temperature as a function of elevation for the rainy and dry seasons integrated over

the HM region.

match or fall within the upper bound of the reference data sets. However, it’s important404

to note that the APHRODITE data set does not correct for any orographic effects dis-405

cussed in Sect. 2.3. The GPCC data set, which is partially corrected, aligns better with406

the simulated precipitation values. The closest agreement is with PBCOR, which takes407

into account undercatch effects, and ERA5, a model-based data set that does not have408

the limitations stated in Sect. 2.3. A study by Y. Jiang et al. (2022) conducted for a sub-409

region of the ET domain, found that simulation-based precipitation data sets (e.g., ERA5)410

perform better than IMERG in terms of precipitation intensity. The seasonal precipi-411

tation cycle is well captured by both CTRL11 and CTRL04, although both simulations412

show an earlier onset of monsoon precipitation, with the annual maximum precipitation413

occurring in June. This bias likely stems from an early development of the summer mon-414

soon circulation, represented by a lower-level westerly atmospheric flow, in our simula-415

tions. A study by Lee et al. (2016), in which COSMO was applied for East Asia, also416

identified an unseasonably early precipitation peak, demonstrating that improved align-417

ment could be achieved through spectral nudging. Our analyses of the seasonal precip-418
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itation cycles for the sub-regions of ET yielded similar results to those shown in Fig. 5a,419

so we present only the condensed results for the rainy/dry seasons and the annual av-420

erages in Fig. 5b. Our simulations effectively capture the spatially different precipita-421

tion magnitudes, such as the very high summer monsoon precipitation in the HMUN re-422

gion, aligning well with ERA5 and PBCOR. Both CTRL11 and CTRL04 generally over-423

estimate precipitation in the dry season, which is likely due to the premature onset of424

the summer monsoon in our simulations.425

Fig. 5c presents our analysis of the mean seasonal cycle of 2m temperature. Com-426

pared to the station-derived data sets and ERA5, CTRL11 exhibits a weak warm bias,427

while CTRL04 aligns better with the reference data sets. The model performance inte-428

grated over the rainy and dry seasons is very similar. The HM region, as well as the ET429

domain, feature complex terrain that ranges from sea level to approximately 7000 m. Fig.430

5d shows how well 2m temperatures, as a function of elevation, are represented in our431

control experiments. The agreement with APHRODITE and CRU is excellent for both432

seasons but seems to deteriorate slightly at higher elevations. This might be due to the433

typically larger uncertainty of the reference products at higher elevations, given the sparser434

station coverage. Notably, CTRL04 and CTRL11 align much better with APHRODITE435

and CRU at higher elevations in the dry season compared to ERA5, which shows a pro-436

nounced cold bias. This bias relates to the overestimation of snow coverage in ERA5 in437

the HMA region (Orsolini et al., 2019). In contrast, snow coverage in our simulations438

aligns well with observational data sets (not shown).439

To further explore the impact of explicitly resolved convection on simulated pre-440

cipitation, we perform a validation using data from 62 rain gauge stations across the ET441

that recorded hourly measurements during the simulation period. Fig. 6a illustrates the442

comparison of observed and modelled wet-day frequency. We found that CTRL11 tends443

to over-represent drizzle events, with a bias of 6.86%. In contrast, CTRL04 aligns more444

closely with the observed data, with a bias of −0.23%. Regarding wet-day intensity, CTRL04445

tends to overestimate daily precipitation, presenting a bias of 3.35 mm/d (Fig. 6b). How-446

ever, it’s important to note that rain gauges are subject to precipitation undercatch is-447

sues, likely leading to observed intensities that are too small. Conversely, CTRL11 tends448

to underestimate daily precipitation intensity, a tendency also noted in other geograph-449

ical regions (e.g., Ban et al. (2021)). Fig. 6c demonstrates that CTRL04 slightly under-450

estimates the wet-hour frequency (bias = −0.45 %), while CTRL11 tends to overesti-451

mate it (bias = 4.74 %), consistent with a previous study by P. Li et al. (2020). In terms452

of simulating hourly precipitation, CTRL04 provides a more accurate representation of453

intensity than CTRL11, as shown in Fig. 6d. CTRL11 tends to significantly underes-454

timate wet-hour intensity, particularly at stations where heavy hourly precipitation oc-455

curs, consistent with previous studies (Schär et al., 2020; Zeman et al., 2021; S. Li et al.,456

2023). For locations with high hourly intensities, CTRL11 underestimates precipitation457

intensity by up to a factor of 3 (R2 = 0.25) — a difference that can be essential for ero-458

sion and river runoff. Overall, the model evaluation with in situ rain gauge station data459

suggests that high-resolution convection-permitting simulations deliver better performance460

in reproducing precipitation indices in this region. Consequently, the explicit represen-461

tation of convection and the finer spatial grid at 4.4 km appear beneficial for simulat-462

ing precipitation characteristics in our domain, which features complex terrain and a monsoon-463

dominated climate.464

4 Results465

Here we discuss the climate effects of changing the HM geometry (see Figs. 1 and466

2). In the first two subsections 4.1 and 4.2, we will address the impacts upon the large-467

scale climate (near and beyond the vicinity of the topographic modifications), and the468

effects upon the onset of the monsoon. As remote effects are much more pronounced when469

reducing the height of the HM, we will restrict discussion to TRED11 in these sections.470
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Figure 6. Validation of JJA precipitation for ERA5-driven simulation with 12km (CTRL11,

green) and 4.4km (CTRL04, blue) grid spacing with in situ precipitation data from 64 stations

in China: (a) wet day frequency (unit: %), (b) wet day intensity (unit: mm d−1), (c) wet hour

frequency (unit: %), and (d) wet hour intensity (unit: mm h−1). R2 denotes the square of the

correlation coefficient between the models and observations.

In subsection 4.3, we will discuss the effects on the regional climate in the vicinity of the471

HM and will address both TRED and TENV experiments.472

4.1 Imprints on large-scale climate473

In this section, we examine the large-scale climate response to the altered HM ge-474

ometry. We focus on TRED11, as TENV11 shows negligible impacts on the larger-scale475

atmospheric flow and is thus not discussed further in the current section. Fig. 7a-c dis-476

play precipitation and low-level wind averaged over the rainy season. In CTRL11, heavy477

precipitation is located in the northeastern BoB, southeastern SCS and western North478

Pacific (WNP) (Fig. 7a). In TRED11, precipitation intensity over the HM, northern BoB479

and northern Myanmar decreases compared to CTRL11, while precipitation increases480

in the northeastern TP and SCS (Fig. 7c). The large-scale imprint of the topography481
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change can be found along a southwest-northeast-oriented belt over WNP (Fig. 7c). Changes482

in East Asian precipitation patterns agree well with a study by Yu et al. (2018), in which483

a similar topographic modification experiment was performed with a regional climate484

model nested in a global climate model.485

Water vapour transport plays a pivotal role in the Asian summer monsoon system486

(T.-J. Zhou, 2005). Changes in precipitation are directly related to the moisture sup-487

ply. In CTRL11, the Indian monsoon transports vast amounts of moisture from the Ara-488

bian Sea and the BoB towards the HM and the Indochina Peninsula (Fig. 7d). The on-489

shore flow is compelled to rise upon reaching the coastal region of Myanmar, which is490

characterized by a narrow plain bordered by a mountain range. As the monsoon moves491

inland, it brings significant rainfall to the HM. The Indian monsoon travels across the492

Indochina Peninsula and the SCS then converges with the Southeast Asian monsoon,493

which carries moisture from the SCS and the WNP into eastern China (R. Huang et al.,494

1998; Simmonds et al., 1999; Renhe, 2001; T.-J. Zhou, 2005). In contrast, the reduction495

of the HM in TRED11 weakens the large-scale monsoon circulation, leading to decreased496

eastward water vapour flux transport in the coastal region of Myanmar and upstream497

of the HM region (Fig. 7f). This finding aligns well with Yu et al. (2018), where adding498

the southeastern TP strengthens the monsoon circulation and increases precipitation over499

the BoB. The orographically triggered precipitation in the southwestern HM also sig-500

nificantly decreases due to the topographic modification and the overall weaker monsoon501

circulation. Without the HM serving as a barrier, the warm tropical water vapour from502

the BoB flows northeastwards into northern China before encountering the Qilian Moun-503

tains, resulting in increased precipitation there. Furthermore, there is a reduction in mois-504

ture transport from the SCS to southeastern China, leading to increased local precip-505

itation over the SCS region. More distantly, strong convergence of the subtropical and506

extratropical water vapour flux anomalies is found at approximately 30oN between 140507

– 170oE, favouring strengthened precipitation over the WNP (Fig. 7f).508

The change in water vapour transport is closely tied to the alteration in monsoon509

circulation, which is in turn influenced by topography (Z. Zhang et al., 2004; B. Wang510

et al., 2008; Huber & Goldner, 2012; R. Zhang et al., 2015). To scrutinize the circula-511

tion changes governing water vapour transport, we examine how thermodynamic struc-512

ture alters in response to topographic modifications (Fig. 7g-l). In CTRL11 featuring513

modern topography, the Asian landmass — including the Indian subcontinent — under-514

goes more rapid heating during the summer months than the surrounding ocean. This515

leads to the formation of a low-pressure system over the land and a persistent high-pressure516

system over the ocean (Fig. 7j). As observed in previous studies (Boos & Kuang, 2010),517

the upper-tropospheric temperature displays a maximum located south of the Himalayas.518

thermal forcing from continental India and the Tibetan Plateau (TP) triggers the for-519

mation of an anticyclone in the upper troposphere (not shown). Driven by the pressure520

gradient, the thermal effect of land-sea contrast propels the South Asian summer mon-521

soon circulation. In the lower troposphere, the monsoon’s westerlies travel from the In-522

dian Ocean and converge with the southwesterly trades at the low-level North Pacific523

subtropical anticyclonic ridge, forming the southwesterlies (Fig. 7a) (Z. Zhang et al., 2004).524

In TRED11, the reduced diabatic heating induces a significant cooling of the up-525

per troposphere over the southern HM (Fig. 7i). The reduction in diabatic heating leads526

to an anticyclonic change at lower levels and a cyclonic change at upper levels. In the527

upper troposphere, a barotropic cyclone is found over the WNP, originating in the TP528

and moving along the upper-level westerly jet stream (Fig. 7i). At lower levels, the weak-529

ened India westerlies give rise to decreased water vapour transport. Additionally, cool-530

ing of the lower atmosphere over the SCS suppresses the Walker circulation over the In-531

dian Ocean, resulting in an overall weakening of the monsoon circulation (Fig. 7l). Re-532

motely, the atmospheric response propagates northeastward along the monsoon winds533

and favours the cyclonic change pattern to the east of Japan (Fig. 7f). This circulation534

pattern curtails the water supply along the northwestern flank of the western Pacific sub-535
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tropical high, causing decreased precipitation over the coastal region of northeastern China,536

the Korean Peninsula and Japan.537

The effects of the envelope topography on precipitation are more localized and less538

pronounced due to the smaller relative change in mountain volume. The influences of539

both the envelope and reduced topography on the local HM climate, with particular em-540

phasis on (extreme) precipitation indices, will be discussed in Sect. 4.3.541

4.2 Effect of topographic changes on monsoon precipitation onset542

Figure 8. Hovmöller diagrams of the seasonal precipitation cycle zonally averaged over (a)

Bay of Bengal (85 – 95oE), (b) Hengduan Mountains (95 – 105oE) and (c) eastern China (110 –

120oE) in mm day−1. A 5-day moving average has been applied to the 5-year climatology to re-

move high-frequency variability.

The shift from the dry season to the rainy season is vividly depicted in the latitude-543

time cross-sections of mean precipitation. These changes can be seen in the Hovmöller544

diagrams that illustrate the seasonal precipitation cycle, which is zonally averaged over545

the BoB, HM and eastern China. We first discuss the situation in the CTRL11 climate546

(left-hand panels in Fig. 8). Fig. 8a shows Hovmöller diagrams zonally averaged over547

the BoB and upwind of the HM. The transition from the dry to rainy season upwind of548

the HM happens quite suddenly around the latitude of approximately 25oN, typically549

occurring around mid-March. Before this transition, the rainfall belt remains relatively550

stable over the southern BoB, located south of 10oN. However, after mid-March, there’s551

a noticeable northward shift in the near-equatorial rainfall belt. This belt gradually moves552
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northwards, merging with the HM rainfall belt by mid-May. This gradual migration is553

in contrast to the abrupt transition observed in Myanmar (Fig. 8b). There, a substan-554

tial increase in rainfall occurs early in May, which signifies the onset of the monsoon over555

the Indochina peninsula. This onset process aligns with observations documented in pre-556

vious studies (B. Wang & LinHo, 2002; Y. Ding & Chan, 2005). Over the SCS, the rainy557

season typically commences around mid-May, as shown in Fig. 8c. This occurrence is558

a result of the eastward expansion of the southwesterly monsoon into the SCS region,559

accompanied by the eastward retreat of the western Pacific subtropical high (not shown).560

After reducing the HM’s elevation (TRED11, middle panels in Fig. 8), both the561

shift from the dry season to the rainy season and the precipitation intensity experience562

notable changes. However, the effects vary across different regions. Over Bangladesh and563

northeasternmost India, the onset of the rainy season is delayed by approximately one564

month, starting around mid-April. Additionally, precipitation intensity throughout the565

rainy season typically decreases by approximately 10mm/day (Fig. 8a). In the north-566

ern BoB, while the start of the rainy season remains consistent, there is a noticeable de-567

crease in precipitation intensity. Over the HM, the precipitation intensity during the rainy568

season also declines, but not as significantly as it does upwind, underscoring the role of569

the mountains in orographic rainfall (Fig. 8b). Over the SCS, we observe an increase in570

rainfall in July and August, which is consistent with our previous discussion. The moun-571

tains affect the surrounding circulation, reducing the amount of water transported to main-572

land China, and subsequently increasing local rainfall in the SCS (Fig. 8c). Nonethe-573

less, the Hovmöller diagram reveals that the forcing of the HM, which impacts the cir-574

culation, begins to exert its influence at a later stage during the advance of the Asian575

summer monsoon. This observation aligns with previous research by Z. Zhang et al. (2004).576

4.3 Effects on regional climate577

The evaluation presented in Section 3.2 reveals that the ET/HM climate, partic-578

ularly mean rainy season precipitation in terms of patterns and magnitudes, is overall579

very similar between the LSM and the CPM. Additionally, when considering precipita-580

tion indices investigated in this section, CTRL04 generally outperforms CTRL11 (see581

Fig. 6). For these reasons, we have opted to discuss the results of the CPM simulations582

exclusively in this section. Fig. 9 shows the maps of vertically integrated water vapour583

flux, precipitation indices and convective available potential energy (CAPE) over the HM.584

Statistics over the HM and its sub-regions are computed over the rainy season and pre-585

sented in Tab. 3.586

Fig. 9a depicts the water vapour transport in the ET region during the rainy sea-587

son in CTRL04. The atmospheric water flux is approximately parallel to the elevation588

gradient on the southwestern side of the HM. This causes the distinctive spatial distri-589

bution of climatological rainy-season precipitation, which leads to pronounced orographic590

precipitation in easternmost India and northernmost Myanmar, as shown in Fig. 9d. A591

secondary peak is visible at the western side of the Sichuan Basins (WSSB). The aver-592

age daily precipitation during the rainy season and simulation period upwind of the HM593

amounts to 12.7 mm/day. Over the HM, high precipitation amounts often coincide with594

local topographic peaks, whereas the valleys often receive smaller precipitation amounts595

due to rain-shadow effects. On average, the daily precipitation over the central HM is596

7.2 mm/day. Fig. 9g and 9j show the extreme daily precipitation p99D and extreme hourly597

precipitation p99.9H in CTRL04. For both extreme precipitation indices, maxima are598

found southwest of the HM, along the Indian/Myanmar border, and over the BoB and599

its adjacent land area. In the area upwind of the HM, p99D averages to 97.0 mm/day,600

while p99.9H reaches 29.4 mm/hr. In contrast to mean precipitation, the distinct sig-601

nature of the eastern HM is not evident, with p99D and p99.9H reaching 56.5 mm/day602

and 17.3 mm/hr in HMC, respectively. Central China experiences more intense extreme603

precipitation compared to the central and eastern HM. This pattern reflects the distri-604

bution of the convective available potential energy (CAPE) and is consistent with the605
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Figure 9. (a-c) Vertically integrated water vapour flux, (d-f) mean precipitation, (g-i) the

99th percentile of daily precipitation (p99D), (j-l) the 99th percentile of hourly precipitation

(p99.9H) and (m-o) convective available potential energy (CAPE) during the rainy season. From

left to right are the results from CTRL04 and the differences between TRED04 and TENV04

with respect to CTRL04. Regions with topographic changes greater than 500 meters are delin-

eated by the green line in the differences maps.

fact that daily/hourly precipitation extremes are more related to convective-triggered606

precipitation events (i.e., thunderstorms) than to orographically induced or stratiform607

precipitation (Fig. 9m).608

In TRED04, the absence of a topographic barrier that alters atmospheric circula-609

tion leads to a shift in the direction of water vapour flux to the northeast (Fig. 9b). This610

change results in a 33% decrease in mean precipitation upwind of the HM and an 18%611

reduction over the central HM. Conversely, precipitation increases in the northern HM612
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(Fig. 9e). Fig. 9h,k display the changes in extreme daily precipitation p99D and extreme613

hourly precipitation p99.9H between CTRL04 and TRED04. Over the HM region, where614

topographic changes exceed 500 meters, the spatial patterns of different precipitation in-615

dices exhibit substantial variation. The distribution of changes in extreme daily precip-616

itation displays a distinct pattern (Fig. 9h), as the northern part of HM experiences an617

increase in extreme daily precipitation after elevation reduction, while the rest remains618

almost unchanged (Fig. 9h). On average, the HMC region sees an increase of 8%, while619

the upwind region experiences a decrease of 12%. Moreover, changes in extreme hourly620

precipitation contrast with that of mean precipitation, with nearly the entire region with621

modified topography experiencing an increase in extreme hourly precipitation, averag-622

ing to an increase of 20% (Fig. 9k). We assume that this more uniform change in hourly623

extreme precipitation is caused by a combined effect of higher surface temperatures and624

a deeper atmosphere, which favours convection. This hypothesis is confirmed by the change625

in simulated CAPE as seen in Fig. 9n. Specifically, the increase in CAPE is most promi-626

nent in the central and southern HM in TRED04. In addition to changes in precipita-627

tion, there is a notable decrease in net water flux at the surface (i.e., runoff) across the628

entire HM region, amounting to a 40% decrease. This includes a substantial decrease of629

51% in runoff upwind of the mountains and a more moderate reduction of 35% over the630

HMC region.631

Table 3. Changes in precipitation in the Hengduan Mountains and its sub-regions (Fig. 1c)

for the topographic modification experiments with reduced topography (TRED04) and envelope

topography (TENV04). Statistics are computed over the rainy season (MJJAS) and the years

2001 - 2005. P refers to mean precipitation, p99D to the daily 99th percentile, p99.9H to the

hourly 99.9th percentile and P - Q to precipitation minus evaporation (i.e. the net water flux at

the surface).

HM HMU HMC

CTRL TRED TENV CTRL TRED TENV CTRL TRED TENV

P [mm d-1] 8.2 6.4 7.1 12.7 8.5 12.7 7.2 5.9 5.8

(-1.9) (-1.1) (-4.2) (+0.1) (-1.3) (-1.3)

P [%] -23 -13 -33 +0 -18 -19

p99D [mm d-1] 64.3 65.8 58.2 97.0 85.7 95.9 56.5 61.1 49.3

(+1.5) (-6.1) (-11.4) (+1.1) (+4.5) (-7.3)

p99D [%] +2 -10 -12 +1 +8 -13

p99.9H [mm d-1] 19.6 22.3 18.5 29.4 29.0 28.7 17.3 20.7 16.1

(+2.7) (-1.1) (-0.4) (+0.7) (+3.4) (-1.2)

p99.9H [%] +14 -6 -1 +2 +20 -7

P - Q [mm d-1] 5.5 3.3 4.5 9.4 4.6 9.4 4.6 3.0 3.4

(-2.2) (-1.0) (-4.8) (+0.0) (-1.6) (-1.2)

P - Q [%] -40 -18 -51 +0 -35 -26

The summer mean precipitation in TENV04 exhibits two peaks, similar to the CTRL04632

simulation, with one located over the western HM and the other over the WSSB (not633

shown). Fig. 9c shows the spatial distribution and magnitude of differences between CTRL04634

and TENV04 for integrated water vapour flux. The topographic change in TENV04 re-635

sults in less moisture transport from the ocean. However, the western HM experiences636

a very small increase in precipitation (see Fig. 9f) probably due to enhanced orographic637

precipitation caused by the larger mountain volume (Imamovic et al., 2019). A few dry638

valleys in the north, such as the Three Parallel Rivers Valley, experience increased pre-639

cipitation in the TENV scenario due to the vanished rain shadowing effect. However, in640
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the majority of the central and eastern HM region, mean precipitation during the rainy641

season decreases substantially (-19%), amounting to a very similar reduction as in TRED.642

On the WSSB, the upward motions play a crucial role in the changes in precipitation643

(Tao et al., 2019). A smoother terrain over the HM in TENV04 leads to a more stream-644

lined atmospheric flow, with less turbulence and mixing, which inhibits the formation645

of clouds and precipitation. This result is explained through differences in vapour trans-646

port and stability between CTRL04 and TENV04 in the following section. Fig. 9i shows647

changes in extreme daily precipitation in TENV04, which largely mirror the spatial pat-648

tern of changes in mean precipitation. These changes include an increase in heavy daily649

precipitation over the western HM and a decrease in the northeastern HM. Fig. 9l re-650

veals that the spatially coherent decrease in precipitation indices for the northeastern651

HM is not apparent for hourly extreme precipitation, which is consistent with the change652

in CAPE, as shown in Fig. 9o. Compared to CTRL04, the simulated CAPE over the HM653

in TENV04 decreases, although the change is very small compared to changes in TRED04.654

This is reflected in the modest and less consistent changes observed in extreme hourly655

precipitation. Notably, the envelope topography resulted in a 26% reduction in surface656

net water flux over the HMC. This reduction suggests a positive precipitation-erosion657

feedback for this region, where high-relief topography favours conditions for increased658

mean precipitation, which accelerates erosion and the further formation of a more pro-659

nounced terrain relief.660

To further analyze thermodynamic and dynamic processes during the rainy sea-661

son, we examine how the along-section wind, moisture, vertical velocity, total diabatic662

heating, and equivalent potential temperature (θe) change at different atmospheric heights663

with modified HM geometries. Fig. 10 shows a transect that crosses the HM and is ap-664

proximately parallel to the prevailing (lower-level) wind direction (see top left of Fig. 10a665

and Fig. 1c).666

By examining the distribution of precipitation depicted in Fig. 9a, it is evident that667

the western boundaries of HM, facing the windward direction, receive a larger propor-668

tion of rainfall compared to other orographic features (e.g., WSSB at ∼105 ◦E) located669

further downwind. The reduction in precipitation observed in areas downwind can be670

attributed to variations in specific humidity (Fig. 10a). The vertical transect of total di-671

abatic heating across the HM (Fig. 1d) reveals two distinct maxima of upward motions,672

one at the southern flanks of the Himalayas at ∼92 ◦E and another over the eastern HM,673

where the significant upward motion can reach up to 200 hPa. On the southern flanks674

of the Himalayas, the surface fluxes from the non-elevated part of northern India play675

an important role in the large-scale South Asian monsoon by changing the meridional676

temperature gradient between northern India and the equator (Boos & Kuang, 2013).677

The precipitation on the WSSB is mainly caused by the vertical moisture flux conver-678

gence (Tao et al., 2019) and is related to the vertical distribution of upward motions (Fig.679

10d). In the southwestern HM, upward motions and diabatic heating are centred near680

the surface of the windward slopes. This suggests that mechanical lifting due to orographic681

forcing is a contributing factor. The topography of the HM acts as a barrier to the south-682

west winds, leading to the generation of lower-level convergence, which contributes to683

horizontal moisture flux convergence and upward motions.684

Fig. 10b displays the moisture availability and along-section wind in the reduced685

topography experiment, which reveals an intensification of south-westerly winds and a686

decrease in moisture supply compared to CTRL04. Comparing the diabatic heating over687

the HM between CTRL04 and TRED04 (Fig. 10d-e), it is apparent that the reduction688

of the mountain range significantly weakened the diabatic heating and upward movement689

over the mountains, especially over the eastern HM where the moisture flux convergence690

is an important factor for local precipitation. Moreover, the reduction of the mountain691

range has a significant impact on diabatic heating to the west of the mountain range at692

∼92 ◦E (Fig. 10e). Additionally, the vertical transects of θe across the HM (Fig. 10g,693

h) reveal decreased values in TRED04 at intermediate heights relative to CTRL04, in-694

dicating a less stable atmosphere in TRED04, favouring higher convective activities (i.e.,695
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heavy hourly precipitation). These findings suggest that the HM affect the Asian mon-696

soon through both orographic insulation and plateau heating.697

The general patterns of moisture and along-section winds are very similar in CTRL04698

and TENV04 (Fig. 10a,c). However, differences in the strength of winds and the avail-699

ability of moisture do exist. In TENV04, southwesterly winds are stronger over the moun-700

tains, which contributes to the intensified precipitation on the windward slopes (Fig. 9f).701

The presence of filled valleys in TENV04 leads to an overall increase in surface eleva-702

tion, which results in a reduction of near-surface specific humidity over the HM. This703

reduction can be attributed to lower temperatures and saturation vapour pressure at higher704

elevations. Apart from the direct changes in elevation, the filled valleys also create a more705

effective barrier to moisture flow, increasing the depletion of water vapour due to oro-706

graphic precipitation. This, in turn, limits the amount of moisture that can be trans-707

ported further into the interior of the region. The reduced surface roughness over the708

HM in TENV04 likely also affects atmospheric stability. As along-section winds, primar-709

ily southwesterlies, are obstructed by the HM, the prevailing wind over the WSSB be-710

comes the cross-section wind, which flows along the valley (see Fig. 7e). The absence711

of the valley in TENV04 prevents the development of precipitation over the WSSB. Fig.712

10f shows the vertical transect of vertical velocity and total diabatic heating in TENV04.713

Comparing these results with CTRL04 reveals a reduction in diabatic heating and up-714

ward movement over the eastern HM. Inspection of θe shows decreased near-surface val-715

ues in TENV04 relative to CTRL04 (Fig. 10i). The modified topography obstructs the716

transport of moisture to the eastern HM and the WSSB, resulting in a more stable at-717

mosphere.718

5 Discussion and conclusion719

In this study, we applied the limited-area model COSMO with a large-scale sim-720

ulation (LSM) at a horizontal resolution of 12km, covering an extended CORDEX East721

Asia domain, and a nested convection-permitting simulation (CPM) at a horizontal res-722

olution of 4.4km, covering the Hengduan Mountains (HM), including parts of southwest-723

ern China and Indochina. We first evaluated the model’s ability to simulate present-day724

climate (CTRL). We then proceeded with two sensitivity experiments involving mod-725

ified HM topography scenarios —a first scenario with a spatially heterogeneous reduc-726

tion of the HM (TRED) and a second scenario with an envelope topography, in which727

the deep valleys were filled (TENV). The main findings of these experiments are sum-728

marized below, followed by a section, in which we embed the results in a broader con-729

text, and an outlook.730

1. Validation results demonstrate the ability of the control simulations (using 12 km731

and 4.4 km grid spacings) to simulate present-day climate over East Asia and the732

HM region. The simulated precipitation reproduces the spatial variations well, al-733

beit with a slight underestimation over India and the South China Sea (SCS). More-734

over, our simulation features lower precipitation biases over the Tibetan Plateau735

(TP) compared to previous modelling efforts owing to a higher spatial resolution736

(D. Wang et al., 2013; B. Huang et al., 2015; W. Zhou et al., 2016). The simu-737

lated monsoon reproduces the temporal and latitudinal progression of both the738

Indian and East Asian monsoon precipitation. On a more regional scale, both CTRL11739

and CTRL04 capture the seasonal precipitation cycle well, but reveal an onset of740

the summer monsoon that is seasonally too early. An additional validation against741

in situ rain gauge station data reveals that the explicit representation of convec-742

tion at finer spatial resolution is beneficial for reproducing accurate magnitudes743

of wet day frequencies and the spatial range of precipitation intensities on a daily/hourly744

scale.745

2. TRED results show that the HM acts as a topographic barrier, resulting in pro-746

nounced orographic precipitation in easternmost India and northernmost Myan-747
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mar. The study also reveals an increase in diabatic heating over the uplifted HM,748

which triggers circulation changes around the uplifted region and strengthens the749

westerly wind from the ocean in South Asia, leading to a marked intensification750

of precipitation in Indochina, southwestern China, and the SCS. Additionally, the751

strengthened cyclonic circulation in the Bay of Bengal extends eastward, indicat-752

ing an intensification of the East Asian summer monsoon upon the uplift of the753

HM. However, the uplift of the HM causes a shallower and more stable atmosphere,754

leading to less convective activity and thus decreased extreme hourly precipita-755

tion.756

3. In contrast to TRED, the TENV’s remote effects on climate are negligible. TENV757

results indicate that the removal of valleys is associated with an overall reduction758

in precipitation and runoff. In the HM upstream region, spatially integrated pre-759

cipitation slightly increases, but the central and eastern HM experience a marked760

drying. This finding suggests a positive feedback mechanism between precipita-761

tion and erosion — at least for this region with its specific terrain configuration762

and flow regime during monsoon.763

Geological evidence shows that the southern two-thirds of the HM have grown higher764

in the latest Miocene or Pliocene (Hoke et al., 2014). Additionally, geological studies in-765

dicate that northeastern India experienced a more humid climate between the Late Miocene766

to Pliocene (Hoorn et al., 2000). Thus, both the geological evidence and the simulations767

conducted in this study support the notion that the uplift of the HM contributes to the768

intensification of the Asian monsoon. However, some relations remain uncertain. Molnar769

and Rajagopalan (2012) linked the more arid northwestern Indian subcontinent between770

11 and 7 million years ago to the growth of the eastern margin of the TP. While in our771

study, the reduction in topography does not result in a significant change in precipita-772

tion in northwestern India. Therefore, if the uplift of the eastern TP is not the primary773

cause, the arid climate in northwestern India may be more closely related to the global774

climatic cooling (H. Lu & Guo, 2013).775

The HM’s complex interaction with monsoon systems has created a complex re-776

gional and local climate, where dissected topography from erosion further enhances pre-777

cipitation. This unique feedback between topography and climate has likely shaped the778

complex topographic and climatic heterogeneity of the region, providing a wide diver-779

sity of habitats for species (Antonelli et al., 2018). Therefore the unique combination of780

tectonic uplift and the monsoon system has created unique conditions for biodiversity781

(W.-N. Ding et al., 2020).782

Further studies are needed to assess the influence of different HM geometries on783

both regional and large-scale climates under different climate conditions. Specifically,784

it would be intriguing to explore whether the observed climate response to reduced HM785

topography is consistent across different paleo-climates, such as the Last Glacial Max-786

imum (LGM) with globally colder temperatures or periods of warmer temperatures. An-787

other compelling area for investigation involves examining if imprints of topography on788

large-scale circulation depend on atmospheric oscillations or modes, such as the El Niño-789

Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), which are both thought790

to influence the interannual variability of the Asian summer monsoon (Pothapakula et791

al., 2020). Addressing this question would necessitate longer simulation periods; how-792

ever, the substantial computational costs of fine-scale, convection-permitting simulations793

currently pose a significant challenge. With a resolution of 4.4 km, we are able to resolve794

the main valleys of the HM (see Fig. 2a) - however, local wind systems that could in-795

fluence precipitation are still not fully resolved. Running simulations with even finer grid796

spacings would therefore shed more light on the complex influence of (small-scale) ter-797

rain relief on precipitation formation. Regarding the envelope topography experiment,798

we noted that lower-level atmospheric flow is predominantly perpendicular to the main799

valleys and obtained results might therefore be limited to this specific configuration. Ad-800
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ditional experiments with more valley-aligned flow would thus nicely complement the801

findings of this study.802
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Key Points:12

• We perform high-resolution regional climate simulations over southeastern Tibet13

for contemporary climate and different mountain geometries.14

• The uplift of the Hengduan Mountains enhances local precipitation and amplifies15

summer monsoon circulation in East Asia.16

• Enhanced mountain relief leads to more precipitation, suggesting a positive feed-17

back between precipitation and valley deepening by erosion.18
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Abstract19

The Hengduan Mountains (HM) are located on the southeastern edge of the Tibetan Plateau20

(TP) and feature high mountain ridges (> 6000 m a.s.l.) separated by deep valleys. The21

HM region also features an exceptionally high biodiversity, believed to have emerged from22

the topography interacting with the climate. To investigate the role of the HM topog-23

raphy on regional climate, we conduct simulations with the regional climate model COSMO24

at high horizontal resolutions (at ∼12 km and a convection-permitting scale of ∼4.4 km)25

for the present-day climate. We conduct one control simulation with modern topogra-26

phy and two idealised experiments with modified topography, inspired by past geolog-27

ical processes that shaped the mountain range. In the first experiment, we reduce the28

HM’s elevation by applying a spatially non-uniform scaling to the topography. The re-29

sults show that, following the uplift of the HM, the local rainy season precipitation in-30

creases by ∼25%. Precipitation in Indochina and the Bay of Bengal (BoB) also inten-31

sifies. Additionally, the cyclonic circulation in the BoB extends eastward, indicating an32

intensification of the East Asian summer monsoon. In the second experiment, we remove33

deep valleys by applying an envelope topography to quantify the effects of terrain un-34

dulation with high amplitude and frequency on climate. On the western flanks of the35

HM, precipitation slightly increases, while the remaining fraction of the mountain range36

experiences ∼20% less precipitation. Simulations suggest an overall positive feedback be-37

tween precipitation, erosion, and valley deepening for this region, which could have in-38

fluenced the diversification of local organisms.39

Plain Language Summary40

The Hengduan Mountains (HM), located on the southeastern edge of the Tibetan41

Plateau, feature high mountains separated by deep valleys. They also exhibit a partic-42

ularly high biodiversity, which is believed to be caused by the interaction of mountain43

formation and climate. To understand the impact of HM geometry on local climate, we44

perform high-resolution atmospheric simulations with different HM shapes. We conduct45

one experiment with modern topography and two idealised experiments with modified46

topographies inspired by past geology: one where the mountains’ elevation is lowered and47

another one where the deep valleys are filled. The first experiment reveals that the up-48

lift of the HM leads to a local precipitation increase of ∼25%, with remote effects of en-49

hanced precipitation in Indochina and the Bay of Bengal. The uplifted HM also makes50

the East Asia summer monsoon stronger. In the second experiment, when we remove51

the valleys, the western side of the mountains experiences a slight increase in precipi-52

tation, but the rest of the HM receives ∼20% less. This suggests that deep valleys am-53

plify precipitation and accelerate erosion, further deepening these valleys over time. This54

positive feedback process could have supported the diversification of local organisms by55

offering a broader range of different climates.56

1 Introduction57

The Hengduan Mountains (HM) are located on the southeastern edge of the Ti-58

betan Plateau (TP). Covering an area of over 600,000 km2 and featuring an average el-59

evation of more than 4000 meters above sea level, the HM represents the longest and widest60

north-south mountain range system in China (Z. Li et al., 2011; Ning et al., 2012; K. Zhang61

et al., 2014). The contemporary topography is shaped by plate tectonics, which has led62

to the formation of folded mountains and a series of faulted basins, as well as by spa-63

tially heterogeneous erosion, responsible for the creation of deep river valleys. These val-64

leys possess high topographic complexity and exhibit active geomorphic processes at the65

kilometre scale (Clark et al., 2005; Royden et al., 2008; E. Wang et al., 2012; Tian et al.,66

2015; Yang et al., 2016; L. Ding et al., 2022). Despite being located at higher latitudes,67

the HM hosts exceptionally high biodiversity, comparable to tropical regions (Mutke &68
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Barthlott, 2005). This feature is believed to be linked to past complex interactions be-69

tween plate tectonics, land surface dynamics, and atmospheric circulation in this region70

(Antonelli et al., 2018). Understanding the complex interaction between topography and71

climate is key to comprehending the features that make this region climatically and bi-72

ologically unique.73

Situated at the convergence of the Indian, East Asian, and western North Pacific74

summer monsoon systems (ISM, EASM, and WNPSM), the climate of HM exhibits a75

typical monsoon dynamic with distinct rainy and dry seasons (B. Wang & LinHo, 2002).76

The rainy season, which spans from May to September, sees the South Asian monsoon77

strike the mountain range, bringing substantial moisture and resulting in high rates of78

precipitation, particularly in the southwestern part of the HM (Z. Zhang et al., 2004).79

The influence of the north-south orientation of the HM is evident in the heterogeneous80

spatial distribution of local precipitation - the southwestern part of the HM receives rel-81

atively high precipitation, while the central and northeastern parts experience relatively82

low precipitation (Yu et al., 2018). Moreover, the complex topography with a profoundly83

dissected landscape generates a heterogeneous distribution of precipitations with a con-84

trast between moist and dry valleys. Both the mean precipitation and precipitation ex-85

tremes have shown a declining trend from southwest to northeast across the HM from86

1960 onward (Z. Li et al., 2011; Ning et al., 2012; K. Zhang et al., 2014). Precipitation87

over the HM plays a significant role in shaping local ecological productivity through its88

impacts on glacier growth, surface runoff, and river flow (Dong et al., 2016; Qi et al., 2022).89

The topography of the TP and the HM are known to significantly influence the Asian90

monsoon through both dynamic and thermal effects. The topography acts as a barrier,91

preventing the intrusion of cold, dry extratropical air into the warm, moist regions af-92

fected by the Asian monsoon (Boos & Kuang, 2010). Additionally, the landmass releases93

energy into the atmosphere in summer, inducing air pumping, deflecting mid-latitude94

westerlies, and generating cyclonic circulation in the lower troposphere in the Bay of Ben-95

gal (BoB) (Wu et al., 2012). However, the relative importance of these effects – i.e., the96

blocking versus air pumping – for monsoon formation remains a matter of debate (Molnar97

et al., 2010; Park et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2018; Acosta & Huber, 2020).98

Both data diagnosis and numerical experiments have exhibited that the topogra-99

phy affects the downstream EASM through mid-latitude Rossby wave propagation and100

air-sea interaction (Zhao & Chen, 2001; Y. Zhang et al., 2004; KOSEKI et al., 2008; Duan101

et al., 2011; Y. Liu et al., 2020; M. Lu et al., 2023). B. Wang et al. (2008) argued that102

the warming TP enhances summer frontal rainfall in the EA region by strengthening the103

anticyclonic circulation at upper levels and the cyclonic circulation at lower levels. This104

facilitates the eastward propagation of Rossby wave energy and fortifies the anticyclonic105

ridge over eastern China, strengthening moisture transport toward the EA subtropical106

front. According to Wu et al. (2017), under global warming, the sensible heat of the TP107

experienced a reduction from the mid-1970s to the end of the 20th century due to de-108

creased surface wind speed. This reduction has resulted in a weakened near-surface cy-109

clonic circulation and, consequently, a weakened EASM. Hence, the rain belt remains110

situated over South China, intensifying the precipitation in the region. The discrepancy111

between the findings of these studies may be ascribed to the different sources and un-112

certainties in data quality. A more reliable modelling study is required to tackle the phys-113

ical processes by which the status of the TP affects the regional climate.114

Numerical simulations have been widely employed to investigate the impact of moun-115

tain uplift on local and large-scale climate in interaction with the Asian monsoon sys-116

tem. Early studies focusing on the surface uplift effects of the TP treated the region as117

a single, vast feature, using low-resolution climate models with just two scenarios: with118

and without mountains (Manabe & Terpstra, 1974). Subsequent research used ’phased119

uplift’ scenarios, assuming a linear increase in elevation based on the premise that past120

TP states can be approximated by spatially homogeneous scaling of contemporary to-121

pography (X. Liu & Yin, 2002; D. Jiang et al., 2008; Botsyun et al., 2016; Paeth et al.,122

2019). However, geological evidence suggests that the TP has experienced regional up-123
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lift, rather than a uniform rising process (Tapponnier et al., 2001). More realistic regional124

uplift scenarios are now being considered, and the role of the HM is being examined. H. Tang125

et al. (2013) found that the EASM enhancement is primarily driven by the surface sen-126

sible heating of the central and northern TP and HM. R. Zhang et al. (2015) underscored127

the role of the HM in modifying the low-level cyclonic circulation in the BoB, leading128

to substantial precipitation in this area. Yu et al. (2018) proposed that the uplift of the129

HM primarily causes local, rather than large-scale, changes. The topography is charac-130

terized by both the high average elevation and its local variance and both should be eval-131

uated to understand the complex climate of the region.132

The complex topography of the TP and HM regions poses a significant challenge133

to accurately modelling its intricate monsoon system. Yet, many previous studies have134

relied on coarse-resolution global climate models (typically with a grid spacing of 100-135

200 km) or intermediate-resolution regional climate models (with a grid spacing of 20-136

50 km), which are unable to capture the small-scale topography and its associated cli-137

mate over the HM. Previous studies have demonstrated that high-resolution simulations138

can offer a more accurate representation of climate, particularly in terms of capturing139

extreme events such as heavy precipitation and the water cycle in areas of complex ter-140

rain, compared to global climate simulations (Giorgi & Mearns, 1999; Schiemann et al.,141

2014; Kotlarski et al., 2014; Ban et al., 2015; Prein et al., 2016).142

In this study, we evaluate the impact of the HM geometry on both regional and143

local climates, with a focus on extreme precipitation events. We use the regional climate144

model COSMO (Rockel et al., 2008), with a grid spacing of 12 km and a convection-permitting145

grid spacing of 4.4 km, to conduct numerical experiments with both contemporary and146

modified topography. We conduct simulations for the present-day climate using two ide-147

alized topographies that are linked to the formation of the HM. In the first experiment,148

we produce a topography with a lower average elevation in a spatially non-uniform way,149

which reflects a potential past state of the HM uplift. In a second experiment, we elim-150

inate deep valleys, formed by uplift and river incision, by applying an envelope topog-151

raphy to quantify their impact on climate.152

The structure of the manuscript is as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the climate model153

used in this study and its configuration, the derivation of the idealized topographies, and154

the reference data employed in this study. Sect. 3 presents an evaluation of COSMO’s155

capability to reproduce the present-day climate. Sect. 4 discusses the experiments with156

modified topography. Sect. 5 provides a summary of the main findings of this study and157

concluding remarks.158

2 Methods and Data159

2.1 Model simulations160

In this study, we apply the non-hydrostatic COSMO model (Rockel et al., 2008)161

in climate mode within a two-step, one-way nesting framework. The COSMO version162

used here takes advantage of a heterogeneous hardware architecture with Graphics Pro-163

cessing Units (GPUs), enabling more efficient exploitation of available hardware, and en-164

ergy resources, and achieving higher computational performance (Fuhrer et al., 2014; Leutwyler165

et al., 2016). The model uses the generalized terrain-following height coordinate (Gal-166

Chen & Somerville, 1975) with rotated latitude-longitude coordinates and applies a split-167

explicit third-order Runge-Kutta scheme in time (Wicker & Skamarock, 2002). For con-168

vective parameterization, COSMO employs the Tiedtke Mass flux scheme with equilib-169

rium closure based on moisture convergence (Tiedtke, 1989). The multi-layer soil model170

TERRA ML, coupled with the groundwater-runoff scheme described by Schlemmer et171

al. (2018), is used for the representation of land surface processes (Erdmann et al., 2006).172

The radiation parameterization scheme is based on a δ-two-stream version of the gen-173

eral equation for radiative transfer (Ritter & Geleyn, 1992). A turbulent-kinetic-energy-174

based parameterization is used for vertical turbulent diffusion and surface fluxes (Raschendorfer,175
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2001). Cloud microphysics is represented by a single-moment scheme that considers five176

species: cloud water, cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel (Reinhardt & Seifert, 2006).177

We use COSMO in the following framework: We define a large-scale model domain178

(LSM) (Fig. 1a) with a grid spacing of 0.11° (∼12 km) and 1058 × 610 grid cells. This179

domain approximately corresponds to the CORDEX East Asia domain (Giorgi & Gutowski,180

2015) but extends eastward to allow an unconstrained imprint of the modified topog-181

raphy on the large-scale climate downstream of the typical westerly flow. We perform182

LSM simulations with parameterized deep convection. Within the LSM domain, we nest183

a convection-permitting model (CPM) with a grid spacing of 0.04° (∼4.4 km) and 650184

× 650 grid cells. The CPM domain, centred over the HM, covers Southwest China and185

parts of Indochina (Fig. 1b). The CPM simulations explicitly resolve deep convection186

and are initialized from the LSM experiments. In the vertical direction, all simulations187

are run with 57 model levels ranging from the surface to the model top at approximately188

30 km. We use a sponge layer with Rayleigh damping in the uppermost levels of the model189

domain. All simulations (control and two experiments with modified topography; see Sect.190

2.2) span a five-year period from 2001 to 2005. We initialize LSM simulations and drive191

them laterally with the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF)192

operational reanalysis ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020) at 6-hourly increments. Previous193

regional climate model experiments have shown that model performance can be improved194

with the application of spectral nudging (von Storch et al., 2000; Cha & Lee, 2009) —195

also for the East Asian region (J. Tang et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016). In this setup, forc-196

ings are stipulated not only at the lateral boundaries but also in large-scale flow condi-197

tions inside the model integration domain. However, we opt not to apply spectral nudg-198

ing because modified topography is expected to impact climate on both local and larger199

scales. Spectral nudging would adjust large-scale atmospheric flow at upper levels to-200

wards the reanalysis state, which is derived from unmodified modern topography. To avoid201

this inconsistency and to allow for more unconstrained imprints of modified topography202

on large-scale flow, we do not use this technique.203

2.2 Modification of Hengduan Mountains’ topography204

We consider two idealized topographies to study the sensitivity of local and larger-205

scale climates to the geometry of the HM. The modern control topography, as well as206

the two modified topographies, are derived from the high-resolution digital elevation model207

(DEM) MERIT (Yamazaki et al., 2017). This DEM demonstrates very good performance208

in terms of data quality and general statistics compared to similar available DEM prod-209

ucts for the High-Mountain Asia (HMA) region (K. Liu et al., 2019). For consistency,210

we apply the topographic changes to both the coarse- (0.11°/∼12 km) and high-resolution211

(0.04°/∼4.4 km) model topography. We refer to the coarse and high-resolution control212

simulations as CTRL11 and CTRL04, respectively. Before running COSMO simulations,213

we use COSMO’s pre-processing tool EXTPAR to generate static external fields such214

as surface elevation, land-sea mask, and background albedo. Some of these fields, such215

as the orographic sub-grid parameters, depend on the raw input topography. To ensure216

consistency among all topography-based fields, we modify the MERIT data fed into EXTPAR,217

rather than altering the output topography from EXTPAR.218

2.2.1 Reduced topography219

To study the impact of regional surface uplift, we generate a topography represent-220

ing a possible past stage of the HM with a lower average surface elevation. Detailed re-221

gional information on the past stages of the geological evolution of the Southeastern TP222

is uncertain (Royden et al., 2008). This hypothetical stage is inspired by the topographic223

configuration before the onset of the eastward extension in the central TP (Hoke et al.,224

2014). In this scenario, topographic changes are confined to the Southeastern TP and225

part of the Indochina Peninsula (Fig. 2b). The east-west extension of the TP is repre-226
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Figure 1. Overview of the COSMO domains used in this study. We apply (a) a large-scale

domain at 12 km grid spacing (LSM) and (b) a nested domain at 4.4 km grid spacing (CPM).

Black circles in (b) denote 62 precipitation stations in China considered for model evaluation.

Additionally, the dashed outlines highlight the region of eastern Tibet (ET) and Hengduan

Mountains (HM), which are used for analysis in Sections 3 and 4. In (b), the blue line represents

a transect used in Section 4, which crosses the HM and is approximately parallel to the prevail-

ing wind direction. Panel (c) shows the precipitation (unit: mm day−1) and vertically integrated

water vapour transport (unit: kg m−1 s−1) during the rainy season averaged over the year 2001

– 2005 from IMERG and ERA5, respectively. Based on the meteorological features during the

rainy season, we further divide the HM into three subregions, including two upstream regions

(HMUN, HMUS) with relatively high and low precipitation amounts, respectively, and one down-

stream region (HMC).

sented in the model by a geographically-based modification of the HM topography, and227

the elevation is reduced by 0–90%. A more detailed description of the topography mod-228

ification scheme is presented in Supporting Information S1. We refer to the coarse-resolution229

simulation with reduced topography as TRED11 and the high-resolution simulation as230

TRED04.231

2.2.2 Envelope topography232

In this topography modification experiment, we investigate the role of deep valleys,233

which have formed through river incision and erosion, on the local climate. To remove234

river incisions from the modern topography, we compute an envelope topography. This235

concept has been applied in other studies (L. Li & Zhu, 1990; Damseaux et al., 2019),236

though driven by different research questions. We derive an envelope topography by com-237

puting a three-dimensional convex hull from the MERIT DEM, whose curvature was en-238
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Figure 2. Panel (a) shows the modern topography (CTRL), (b) reduced topography (TRED),

and (c) envelope topography (TENV) in meters above sea level at 4.4 km grid spacing.

hanced by a certain factor. The triangle mesh from the convex hull is subsequently ras-239

terized back to the regular MERIT grid. This raw envelope topography is then embed-240

ded into the unmodified MERIT data with a 100 km wide transition zone to ensure smooth241

and continuous terrain between the raw envelope and the unmodified topography (see242

Fig. A4c). However, this embedded raw envelope topography represents an unrealistic243

scenario because the additional weight of the material used to fill the valleys would lead244

to an isostatic adjustment and, thus, a general lowering of the terrain. We account for245

this effect by estimating plate deflection using a two-dimensional model (Wickert, 2016;246

Jha et al., 2017). The final envelope topography that we apply is displayed in Fig. 2c.247

A more detailed description of the topography modification scheme is presented in S2.248

We refer to the coarse-resolution simulation with envelope topography as TENV11 and249

the high-resolution simulation as TENV04.250

2.2.3 Adjustment of land cover to elevation changes251

Changes in the surface elevation of grid cells induce modifications in climate, such252

as temperature changes according to the local lapse rate. In turn, the local land cover253

would adjust to the new climate. A land cover type that is particularly sensitive to el-254

evation is permanent ice (i.e., glacier coverage). Ice-covered grid cells exhibit distinctive255

surface properties (e.g., in terms of albedo) compared to unglaciated grid cells and should256

thus be adjusted in response to elevation changes. We perform a brief analysis of the re-257

gional line, above which permanent snow and ice prevail, based on GlobCover 2009 data258

(Arino et al., 2012). Based on these results, we adjust the glaciation of grid cells with259

changed elevation using a conservative approach (see S3). Additionally, in the case of260

a grid cell changing from ice-free to glaciated, there is a form of ’self-adjustment’ in COSMO261
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as such grid cells will accumulate permanent snow and will thus behave similarly to cells262

that are predefined as ice-covered. We do not adjust other land cover classes (e.g., de-263

ciduous/evergreen forest) because the dependencies of these classes on elevation are found264

to be far more complex in our study regions (Chang et al., 2023), and differences between265

vegetation classes (e.g., in terms of albedo) are typically less pronounced than between266

ice-covered and non-glaciated grid cells.267

2.3 Reference data268

To evaluate the model’s performance, we employ a combination of in situ obser-269

vations, satellite products, and reanalysis data (see Tab. 1 for an overview and product270

references). ERA5 reanalysis data are used to evaluate the large-scale circulation sim-271

ulated by COSMO, as well as 2m air temperature and precipitation. To further assess272

2m air temperature, we consider two station-derived products: the Asian Precipitation273

- Highly-Resolved Observational Data Integration Towards Evaluation (APHRODITE),274

and the surface observation time-series data set from the University of East Anglia Cli-275

matic Research Unit (CRU). In evaluating precipitation, we additionally consider the276

following observation-based products: Integrated Multi-satellite Retrievals for Global Pre-277

cipitation Measurement (IMERG), APHRODITE, and the Global Precipitation Clima-278

tology Centre (GPCC) data set. The first product is derived from remote sensing infor-279

mation and calibrated with ground in situ data, while the latter two data sets are in-280

ferred from precipitation gauge measurements only. Gauge-derived or calibrated grid-281

ded precipitation data sets tend to underestimate actual precipitation (Singh & Kumar,282

1997; Prein & Gobiet, 2017), particularly in areas with complex terrain and at higher283

latitudes (Beck et al., 2020). Such biases are also quantified for our study region (Y. Jiang284

et al., 2022) and are primarily caused by two factors: first, rain gauges undercatch pre-285

cipitation, particularly in wind-exposed and snow-dominated environments (Schneider286

et al., 2013; Kirschbaum et al., 2017). Secondly, precipitation gauge networks are dis-287

proportionately located in valley floors, which typically receive less precipitation than288

valley flanks and ridges (Sevruk et al., 2009; Rasmussen et al., 2012). GPCC is corrected289

for precipitation undercatch (Schneider et al., 2013) but not for the second issue men-290

tioned above. Therefore, we considered another precipitation reference product (called291

PBCOR) from Beck et al. (2020). This product accounts for both undercatch and the292

spatial non-representativeness of gauge stations by estimating precipitation as a resid-293

ual from modelled/observed evaporation and runoff. The output from this study has been294

applied in Prein et al. (2022) to evaluate modelled precipitation in the HMA region. More-295

over, we consider hourly precipitation measurements from 62 ground-based meteorolog-296

ical stations of the China Meteorological Administration (CMA; see Fig. 1b for station297

locations) to compare the impact of parameterised versus explicitly represented deep con-298

vection on modelled precipitation. We use the method outlined by Kaufmann (2008) to299

compare modelled precipitation with station data. For CTRL11, the station data are com-300

pared with values from the closest model grid cell. For CTRL04, we select the grid cell301

closest to the station’s altitude within a 6 km radius. This method has previously been302

utilised by Ban et al. (2015) and S. Li et al. (2023) in their validation of simulated pre-303

cipitation against station data.304

2.4 Precipitation indices and spatiotemporal evaluation305

We use multiple statistical indices outlined in Tab. 2 to study the characteristics306

and variations of precipitation and its extremes in both observational data and model307

simulations. Following Ban et al. (2021), a wet day is defined as daily precipitation greater308

than or equal to 1 mm/d, and a wet hour is defined as hourly precipitation greater than309

or equal to 0.1 mm/h.310

For the majority of our analyses, we consider the rainy (MJJAS) and dry (NDJFM)311

seasons, which are common periods for studying Asian monsoon climate (B. Wang & LinHo,312
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Table 1. Overview of the applied reference data in this study. Abbreviations for the applied

variables: 2m temperature (T), precipitation (P), wind (W) and specific humidity (QV) at 850

hPa.

Name Type Variables Resolution Reference

ERA5 reanalysis T, P, W, QV ∼30 km Hersbach et al. (2020)
APHRODITE ground in situ T, P ∼25 km Yatagai et al. (2012)
CRU ground in situ T ∼50 km Harris et al. (2013)
IMERG remote sensinga P ∼10 km Huffman et al. (2015)
GPCC ground in situ P ∼50 km Schneider et al. (2013)
PBCOR combinedb P ∼5 km Beck et al. (2020)
CMA station ground in situ P - http://data.cma.cn/en

aGround in situ data was used for calibration.
bInferred from reanalysis and ground in situ precipitation data, gridded evaporation data

sets and observed runoff.

Table 2. Precipitation indices applied in this studya.

Name Definition Unit

Mean Mean precipitation mm/d
Frequency Wet day/hour frequency -
Intensity Wet day/hour intensity mm/d or mm/h
pxD The xth percentile of daily precipitation mm/d
pxH The xth percentile of hourly precipitation mm/h

aNote that all percentile indices are expressed relative to all (wet and dry)

days/hours (Schär et al., 2016).

2002; B. Wang et al., 2006). We mostly focus on the summer monsoon (MJJAS), because313

the majority of the yearly accumulated precipitation occurs in this period in the HM and314

the surrounding area. In the validation part (Sect. 3) however, we also carry out model315

evaluations on a seasonal basis, i.e., for winter (DJF), spring (MAM), summer (JJA),316

and autumn (SON) over 5 years, to allow for a direct comparison with previous mod-317

elling studies (e.g., B. Huang et al. (2015); W. Zhou et al. (2016)).318

For spatial analysis, we define multiple domains, which are displayed in Fig. 1b and319

1c. The largest domain, ET, encompasses the majority of the land area of the CPM do-320

main and all CMA precipitation gauge stations (see Fig. 1b). The HM domain contains321

the majority of the area that is affected by the topographic modification scenarios (see322

Sect. 2.2). We further split this domain according to the national boundaries between323

China and India/Myanmar into an upstream and a centre region (HMU and HMC, re-324

spectively). HMU represents the HM area that is located upstream of the prevailing at-325

mospheric flow during the summer monsoon (see Fig. 1c). For model evaluation (see Sect.326

3.2), this domain is divided again into a northern part (HMUN), which experiences very327

large precipitation amounts, and a southern part (HMUS) which features a dryer climate.328

3 Evaluation of simulated present-day climate329

In this section, we first validate the ability of the coarser-scale, CTRL11 simula-330

tion to reproduce the characteristics of the East Asian summer climate. We conduct an331

evaluation of this simulation for each season independently. To keep this section concise,332

we present only the results for the summer season, with those for winter, spring, and au-333

tumn available in Fig. S6-S11 for a more comprehensive view. Subsequently, we eval-334
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uate the convection-permitting control simulation CTRL04, which has a grid spacing of335

4.4 km. This evaluation places a focus on extreme precipitation indices, for which we use336

an extended set of rain gauge precipitation stations in China that operate at an hourly337

resolution.338

3.1 East Asian climate339

The performance of CTRL11 in simulating the mean characteristics of the East Asian340

summer climate is presented in Fig. 3. We remap the model outputs to the correspond-341

ing observation or reanalysis grids using bi-linear interpolation for continuous variables342

like temperature and wind speed. Precipitation is remapped using the first-order con-343

servative method to maintain the water budgets (Jones, 1999). Fig. 3a–c display the mean344

precipitation from June to August during 2001 – 2005 in CTRL11, IMERG, and their345

difference. The spatial distribution of summer precipitation over East Asia shows sig-346

nificant variation, and CTRL11 simulation reproduces these variations quite well with347

a pattern correlation of 0.77 and a mean bias of 0.17 mm day−1. During the summer sea-348

son, areas near the southern coast of the continent, including the northeastern BoB, the349

northeastern Arabian Sea, the Philippine Sea, and the South China Sea (SCS), experi-350

ence the highest precipitation amounts in both the simulation and the observation. The351

southern flanks of the Himalayas also receive heavy rainfall due to the monsoon winds352

bringing moisture from the Indian Ocean and the BoB — a process effectively captured353

by our model. However, the summer precipitation over India and the SCS is underes-354

timated in CTRL11 by 3–5 mm day−1 (Fig. 3c). In contrast, in the mid-latitude regions355

of the West Pacific Ocean and the low-latitude region of the BoB, the precipitation is356

overestimated by approximately 5 mm day−1. The precipitation bias pattern over the357

lower latitudes in CTRL11 resembles that found in previous modelling studies over this358

area (B. Huang et al., 2015; W. Zhou et al., 2016). Unlike previous modelling efforts (D. Wang359

et al., 2013; B. Huang et al., 2015; W. Zhou et al., 2016), our simulations feature lower360

precipitation biases over the TP, indicating potential benefits from employing a higher361

spatial resolution.362

Fig. 3d–f illustrate the simulated and observed mean summer 2m air temperature363

and the difference between the simulation and observation. CTRL11 reproduces the ob-364

served spatial pattern of surface air temperature very accurately, with a pattern corre-365

lation of 0.97. A weak cold bias exists over Siberia and a stronger warm bias in central366

Asia. W. Zhou et al. (2016) reported a similar warm bias during the summer season in367

their COSMO simulations. The simulated surface air temperature aligns better with ob-368

servations over India, the Indochina peninsula, TP, and southeastern China compared369

with previous simulations (W. Zhou et al., 2016; Meng et al., 2018).370

To understand the biases in surface climatology, we compare the low-level atmo-371

spheric flow and specific humidity between CTRL11 and the ERA5 reanalysis data. Fig.372

3g–i depict the spatial patterns of the wind and specific humidity at 850 hPa. The spe-373

cific humidity reveals excellent spatial agreement with the reanalysis, demonstrating a374

pattern correlation of 0.98 and a bias of 0.01 g kg−1. The most significant negative bi-375

ases in specific humidity occur over Central Asia and Pakistan. CTRL11 simulates a stronger376

northerly flow over Afghanistan and Pakistan. This flow correlates with the transporta-377

tion of drier continental air towards the coastal regions, which then advects over India,378

potentially causing the precipitation bias there.379

The region of Asia experiencing the monsoon weather pattern exhibits the most380

distinct annual variations in precipitation, characterised by alternating dry and wet sea-381

sons synchronised with the seasonal reversal of the monsoon circulation features (Webster382

et al., 1998). The monsoon circulation patterns in India and East Asia have unique char-383

acteristics (Y. Ding & Chan, 2005). Fig. 4 presents a Hovmöller diagram of the observed384

and simulated annual cycle of meridional precipitation (from 5oN to 50oN, and zonally385

averaged over 70 – 80oE and 110 – 120oE). The ISM’s and EASM’s spatiotemporal char-386

acteristics are very well captured in this representation. It shows a generally good align-387
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ment between CTRL11 and IMERG, particularly in terms of the temporal and latitu-388

dinal progression of monsoon precipitation. CTRL11 effectively captures the gradual on-389

set of the monsoon over India, but it does underestimate rainfall during the summer sea-390

son (Fig. 4a). As shown in Fig. 4b, before mid-May, the main rain belt in the SCS lon-391

gitudes is located south of 10oN, while a second rain belt is found in South China be-392

tween 20 – 30oN. Around mid-May, the tropical rain belt suddenly shifts northward, re-393

sulting in the merging of the two rain belts. CTRL11 accurately captures this rapid on-394

set process, which has also been documented by previous monsoon studies (Matsumoto,395

1997; B. Wang & LinHo, 2002; Y. Ding & Chan, 2005).396

Figure 4. Hovmöller diagrams of the seasonal precipitation cycle zonally averaged over (a) 70

– 80oE and (b) 110 – 120oE (unit: mm day−1). A 5-day moving average has been applied to the

5-year climatology to remove high-frequency variability.

3.2 Eastern Tibet climate397

We evaluate the accuracy of the simulated ET and HM climate by comparing it398

with several observational data sets. Fig. 5a displays the ET-averaged seasonal precip-399

itation cycle based on observational data, reanalysis, and model simulations. The sea-400

sonal cycle of precipitation over ET typically features a dry winter and a prolonged rainy401

season from May to September, with a precipitation peak in July, according to the ref-402

erence data. In terms of precipitation magnitudes, both CTRL11 and CTRL04 closely403
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Figure 5. Seasonal cycles of (a) precipitation and (c) 2m temperature of our control simula-

tions and the reference data sets averaged over the Eastern Tibet domain. Temporally integrated

quantities over the rainy (MJJAS) / dry (NDJFM) season (and the entire year) are displayed on

the right. Panel (b) shows precipitation for the rainy/day season and averaged over the year for

the Hengduan mountains sub-regions. Note the different y-axis ranges. The brown boxes in panel

(a) and panel (b) specify the uncertainty range of PBCOR for the annual values. Panel (d) dis-

plays the 2m temperature as a function of elevation for the rainy and dry seasons integrated over

the HM region.

match or fall within the upper bound of the reference data sets. However, it’s important404

to note that the APHRODITE data set does not correct for any orographic effects dis-405

cussed in Sect. 2.3. The GPCC data set, which is partially corrected, aligns better with406

the simulated precipitation values. The closest agreement is with PBCOR, which takes407

into account undercatch effects, and ERA5, a model-based data set that does not have408

the limitations stated in Sect. 2.3. A study by Y. Jiang et al. (2022) conducted for a sub-409

region of the ET domain, found that simulation-based precipitation data sets (e.g., ERA5)410

perform better than IMERG in terms of precipitation intensity. The seasonal precipi-411

tation cycle is well captured by both CTRL11 and CTRL04, although both simulations412

show an earlier onset of monsoon precipitation, with the annual maximum precipitation413

occurring in June. This bias likely stems from an early development of the summer mon-414

soon circulation, represented by a lower-level westerly atmospheric flow, in our simula-415

tions. A study by Lee et al. (2016), in which COSMO was applied for East Asia, also416

identified an unseasonably early precipitation peak, demonstrating that improved align-417

ment could be achieved through spectral nudging. Our analyses of the seasonal precip-418
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itation cycles for the sub-regions of ET yielded similar results to those shown in Fig. 5a,419

so we present only the condensed results for the rainy/dry seasons and the annual av-420

erages in Fig. 5b. Our simulations effectively capture the spatially different precipita-421

tion magnitudes, such as the very high summer monsoon precipitation in the HMUN re-422

gion, aligning well with ERA5 and PBCOR. Both CTRL11 and CTRL04 generally over-423

estimate precipitation in the dry season, which is likely due to the premature onset of424

the summer monsoon in our simulations.425

Fig. 5c presents our analysis of the mean seasonal cycle of 2m temperature. Com-426

pared to the station-derived data sets and ERA5, CTRL11 exhibits a weak warm bias,427

while CTRL04 aligns better with the reference data sets. The model performance inte-428

grated over the rainy and dry seasons is very similar. The HM region, as well as the ET429

domain, feature complex terrain that ranges from sea level to approximately 7000 m. Fig.430

5d shows how well 2m temperatures, as a function of elevation, are represented in our431

control experiments. The agreement with APHRODITE and CRU is excellent for both432

seasons but seems to deteriorate slightly at higher elevations. This might be due to the433

typically larger uncertainty of the reference products at higher elevations, given the sparser434

station coverage. Notably, CTRL04 and CTRL11 align much better with APHRODITE435

and CRU at higher elevations in the dry season compared to ERA5, which shows a pro-436

nounced cold bias. This bias relates to the overestimation of snow coverage in ERA5 in437

the HMA region (Orsolini et al., 2019). In contrast, snow coverage in our simulations438

aligns well with observational data sets (not shown).439

To further explore the impact of explicitly resolved convection on simulated pre-440

cipitation, we perform a validation using data from 62 rain gauge stations across the ET441

that recorded hourly measurements during the simulation period. Fig. 6a illustrates the442

comparison of observed and modelled wet-day frequency. We found that CTRL11 tends443

to over-represent drizzle events, with a bias of 6.86%. In contrast, CTRL04 aligns more444

closely with the observed data, with a bias of −0.23%. Regarding wet-day intensity, CTRL04445

tends to overestimate daily precipitation, presenting a bias of 3.35 mm/d (Fig. 6b). How-446

ever, it’s important to note that rain gauges are subject to precipitation undercatch is-447

sues, likely leading to observed intensities that are too small. Conversely, CTRL11 tends448

to underestimate daily precipitation intensity, a tendency also noted in other geograph-449

ical regions (e.g., Ban et al. (2021)). Fig. 6c demonstrates that CTRL04 slightly under-450

estimates the wet-hour frequency (bias = −0.45 %), while CTRL11 tends to overesti-451

mate it (bias = 4.74 %), consistent with a previous study by P. Li et al. (2020). In terms452

of simulating hourly precipitation, CTRL04 provides a more accurate representation of453

intensity than CTRL11, as shown in Fig. 6d. CTRL11 tends to significantly underes-454

timate wet-hour intensity, particularly at stations where heavy hourly precipitation oc-455

curs, consistent with previous studies (Schär et al., 2020; Zeman et al., 2021; S. Li et al.,456

2023). For locations with high hourly intensities, CTRL11 underestimates precipitation457

intensity by up to a factor of 3 (R2 = 0.25) — a difference that can be essential for ero-458

sion and river runoff. Overall, the model evaluation with in situ rain gauge station data459

suggests that high-resolution convection-permitting simulations deliver better performance460

in reproducing precipitation indices in this region. Consequently, the explicit represen-461

tation of convection and the finer spatial grid at 4.4 km appear beneficial for simulat-462

ing precipitation characteristics in our domain, which features complex terrain and a monsoon-463

dominated climate.464

4 Results465

Here we discuss the climate effects of changing the HM geometry (see Figs. 1 and466

2). In the first two subsections 4.1 and 4.2, we will address the impacts upon the large-467

scale climate (near and beyond the vicinity of the topographic modifications), and the468

effects upon the onset of the monsoon. As remote effects are much more pronounced when469

reducing the height of the HM, we will restrict discussion to TRED11 in these sections.470
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Figure 6. Validation of JJA precipitation for ERA5-driven simulation with 12km (CTRL11,

green) and 4.4km (CTRL04, blue) grid spacing with in situ precipitation data from 64 stations

in China: (a) wet day frequency (unit: %), (b) wet day intensity (unit: mm d−1), (c) wet hour

frequency (unit: %), and (d) wet hour intensity (unit: mm h−1). R2 denotes the square of the

correlation coefficient between the models and observations.

In subsection 4.3, we will discuss the effects on the regional climate in the vicinity of the471

HM and will address both TRED and TENV experiments.472

4.1 Imprints on large-scale climate473

In this section, we examine the large-scale climate response to the altered HM ge-474

ometry. We focus on TRED11, as TENV11 shows negligible impacts on the larger-scale475

atmospheric flow and is thus not discussed further in the current section. Fig. 7a-c dis-476

play precipitation and low-level wind averaged over the rainy season. In CTRL11, heavy477

precipitation is located in the northeastern BoB, southeastern SCS and western North478

Pacific (WNP) (Fig. 7a). In TRED11, precipitation intensity over the HM, northern BoB479

and northern Myanmar decreases compared to CTRL11, while precipitation increases480

in the northeastern TP and SCS (Fig. 7c). The large-scale imprint of the topography481
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change can be found along a southwest-northeast-oriented belt over WNP (Fig. 7c). Changes482

in East Asian precipitation patterns agree well with a study by Yu et al. (2018), in which483

a similar topographic modification experiment was performed with a regional climate484

model nested in a global climate model.485

Water vapour transport plays a pivotal role in the Asian summer monsoon system486

(T.-J. Zhou, 2005). Changes in precipitation are directly related to the moisture sup-487

ply. In CTRL11, the Indian monsoon transports vast amounts of moisture from the Ara-488

bian Sea and the BoB towards the HM and the Indochina Peninsula (Fig. 7d). The on-489

shore flow is compelled to rise upon reaching the coastal region of Myanmar, which is490

characterized by a narrow plain bordered by a mountain range. As the monsoon moves491

inland, it brings significant rainfall to the HM. The Indian monsoon travels across the492

Indochina Peninsula and the SCS then converges with the Southeast Asian monsoon,493

which carries moisture from the SCS and the WNP into eastern China (R. Huang et al.,494

1998; Simmonds et al., 1999; Renhe, 2001; T.-J. Zhou, 2005). In contrast, the reduction495

of the HM in TRED11 weakens the large-scale monsoon circulation, leading to decreased496

eastward water vapour flux transport in the coastal region of Myanmar and upstream497

of the HM region (Fig. 7f). This finding aligns well with Yu et al. (2018), where adding498

the southeastern TP strengthens the monsoon circulation and increases precipitation over499

the BoB. The orographically triggered precipitation in the southwestern HM also sig-500

nificantly decreases due to the topographic modification and the overall weaker monsoon501

circulation. Without the HM serving as a barrier, the warm tropical water vapour from502

the BoB flows northeastwards into northern China before encountering the Qilian Moun-503

tains, resulting in increased precipitation there. Furthermore, there is a reduction in mois-504

ture transport from the SCS to southeastern China, leading to increased local precip-505

itation over the SCS region. More distantly, strong convergence of the subtropical and506

extratropical water vapour flux anomalies is found at approximately 30oN between 140507

– 170oE, favouring strengthened precipitation over the WNP (Fig. 7f).508

The change in water vapour transport is closely tied to the alteration in monsoon509

circulation, which is in turn influenced by topography (Z. Zhang et al., 2004; B. Wang510

et al., 2008; Huber & Goldner, 2012; R. Zhang et al., 2015). To scrutinize the circula-511

tion changes governing water vapour transport, we examine how thermodynamic struc-512

ture alters in response to topographic modifications (Fig. 7g-l). In CTRL11 featuring513

modern topography, the Asian landmass — including the Indian subcontinent — under-514

goes more rapid heating during the summer months than the surrounding ocean. This515

leads to the formation of a low-pressure system over the land and a persistent high-pressure516

system over the ocean (Fig. 7j). As observed in previous studies (Boos & Kuang, 2010),517

the upper-tropospheric temperature displays a maximum located south of the Himalayas.518

thermal forcing from continental India and the Tibetan Plateau (TP) triggers the for-519

mation of an anticyclone in the upper troposphere (not shown). Driven by the pressure520

gradient, the thermal effect of land-sea contrast propels the South Asian summer mon-521

soon circulation. In the lower troposphere, the monsoon’s westerlies travel from the In-522

dian Ocean and converge with the southwesterly trades at the low-level North Pacific523

subtropical anticyclonic ridge, forming the southwesterlies (Fig. 7a) (Z. Zhang et al., 2004).524

In TRED11, the reduced diabatic heating induces a significant cooling of the up-525

per troposphere over the southern HM (Fig. 7i). The reduction in diabatic heating leads526

to an anticyclonic change at lower levels and a cyclonic change at upper levels. In the527

upper troposphere, a barotropic cyclone is found over the WNP, originating in the TP528

and moving along the upper-level westerly jet stream (Fig. 7i). At lower levels, the weak-529

ened India westerlies give rise to decreased water vapour transport. Additionally, cool-530

ing of the lower atmosphere over the SCS suppresses the Walker circulation over the In-531

dian Ocean, resulting in an overall weakening of the monsoon circulation (Fig. 7l). Re-532

motely, the atmospheric response propagates northeastward along the monsoon winds533

and favours the cyclonic change pattern to the east of Japan (Fig. 7f). This circulation534

pattern curtails the water supply along the northwestern flank of the western Pacific sub-535
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tropical high, causing decreased precipitation over the coastal region of northeastern China,536

the Korean Peninsula and Japan.537

The effects of the envelope topography on precipitation are more localized and less538

pronounced due to the smaller relative change in mountain volume. The influences of539

both the envelope and reduced topography on the local HM climate, with particular em-540

phasis on (extreme) precipitation indices, will be discussed in Sect. 4.3.541

4.2 Effect of topographic changes on monsoon precipitation onset542

Figure 8. Hovmöller diagrams of the seasonal precipitation cycle zonally averaged over (a)

Bay of Bengal (85 – 95oE), (b) Hengduan Mountains (95 – 105oE) and (c) eastern China (110 –

120oE) in mm day−1. A 5-day moving average has been applied to the 5-year climatology to re-

move high-frequency variability.

The shift from the dry season to the rainy season is vividly depicted in the latitude-543

time cross-sections of mean precipitation. These changes can be seen in the Hovmöller544

diagrams that illustrate the seasonal precipitation cycle, which is zonally averaged over545

the BoB, HM and eastern China. We first discuss the situation in the CTRL11 climate546

(left-hand panels in Fig. 8). Fig. 8a shows Hovmöller diagrams zonally averaged over547

the BoB and upwind of the HM. The transition from the dry to rainy season upwind of548

the HM happens quite suddenly around the latitude of approximately 25oN, typically549

occurring around mid-March. Before this transition, the rainfall belt remains relatively550

stable over the southern BoB, located south of 10oN. However, after mid-March, there’s551

a noticeable northward shift in the near-equatorial rainfall belt. This belt gradually moves552
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northwards, merging with the HM rainfall belt by mid-May. This gradual migration is553

in contrast to the abrupt transition observed in Myanmar (Fig. 8b). There, a substan-554

tial increase in rainfall occurs early in May, which signifies the onset of the monsoon over555

the Indochina peninsula. This onset process aligns with observations documented in pre-556

vious studies (B. Wang & LinHo, 2002; Y. Ding & Chan, 2005). Over the SCS, the rainy557

season typically commences around mid-May, as shown in Fig. 8c. This occurrence is558

a result of the eastward expansion of the southwesterly monsoon into the SCS region,559

accompanied by the eastward retreat of the western Pacific subtropical high (not shown).560

After reducing the HM’s elevation (TRED11, middle panels in Fig. 8), both the561

shift from the dry season to the rainy season and the precipitation intensity experience562

notable changes. However, the effects vary across different regions. Over Bangladesh and563

northeasternmost India, the onset of the rainy season is delayed by approximately one564

month, starting around mid-April. Additionally, precipitation intensity throughout the565

rainy season typically decreases by approximately 10mm/day (Fig. 8a). In the north-566

ern BoB, while the start of the rainy season remains consistent, there is a noticeable de-567

crease in precipitation intensity. Over the HM, the precipitation intensity during the rainy568

season also declines, but not as significantly as it does upwind, underscoring the role of569

the mountains in orographic rainfall (Fig. 8b). Over the SCS, we observe an increase in570

rainfall in July and August, which is consistent with our previous discussion. The moun-571

tains affect the surrounding circulation, reducing the amount of water transported to main-572

land China, and subsequently increasing local rainfall in the SCS (Fig. 8c). Nonethe-573

less, the Hovmöller diagram reveals that the forcing of the HM, which impacts the cir-574

culation, begins to exert its influence at a later stage during the advance of the Asian575

summer monsoon. This observation aligns with previous research by Z. Zhang et al. (2004).576

4.3 Effects on regional climate577

The evaluation presented in Section 3.2 reveals that the ET/HM climate, partic-578

ularly mean rainy season precipitation in terms of patterns and magnitudes, is overall579

very similar between the LSM and the CPM. Additionally, when considering precipita-580

tion indices investigated in this section, CTRL04 generally outperforms CTRL11 (see581

Fig. 6). For these reasons, we have opted to discuss the results of the CPM simulations582

exclusively in this section. Fig. 9 shows the maps of vertically integrated water vapour583

flux, precipitation indices and convective available potential energy (CAPE) over the HM.584

Statistics over the HM and its sub-regions are computed over the rainy season and pre-585

sented in Tab. 3.586

Fig. 9a depicts the water vapour transport in the ET region during the rainy sea-587

son in CTRL04. The atmospheric water flux is approximately parallel to the elevation588

gradient on the southwestern side of the HM. This causes the distinctive spatial distri-589

bution of climatological rainy-season precipitation, which leads to pronounced orographic590

precipitation in easternmost India and northernmost Myanmar, as shown in Fig. 9d. A591

secondary peak is visible at the western side of the Sichuan Basins (WSSB). The aver-592

age daily precipitation during the rainy season and simulation period upwind of the HM593

amounts to 12.7 mm/day. Over the HM, high precipitation amounts often coincide with594

local topographic peaks, whereas the valleys often receive smaller precipitation amounts595

due to rain-shadow effects. On average, the daily precipitation over the central HM is596

7.2 mm/day. Fig. 9g and 9j show the extreme daily precipitation p99D and extreme hourly597

precipitation p99.9H in CTRL04. For both extreme precipitation indices, maxima are598

found southwest of the HM, along the Indian/Myanmar border, and over the BoB and599

its adjacent land area. In the area upwind of the HM, p99D averages to 97.0 mm/day,600

while p99.9H reaches 29.4 mm/hr. In contrast to mean precipitation, the distinct sig-601

nature of the eastern HM is not evident, with p99D and p99.9H reaching 56.5 mm/day602

and 17.3 mm/hr in HMC, respectively. Central China experiences more intense extreme603

precipitation compared to the central and eastern HM. This pattern reflects the distri-604

bution of the convective available potential energy (CAPE) and is consistent with the605
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Figure 9. (a-c) Vertically integrated water vapour flux, (d-f) mean precipitation, (g-i) the

99th percentile of daily precipitation (p99D), (j-l) the 99th percentile of hourly precipitation

(p99.9H) and (m-o) convective available potential energy (CAPE) during the rainy season. From

left to right are the results from CTRL04 and the differences between TRED04 and TENV04

with respect to CTRL04. Regions with topographic changes greater than 500 meters are delin-

eated by the green line in the differences maps.

fact that daily/hourly precipitation extremes are more related to convective-triggered606

precipitation events (i.e., thunderstorms) than to orographically induced or stratiform607

precipitation (Fig. 9m).608

In TRED04, the absence of a topographic barrier that alters atmospheric circula-609

tion leads to a shift in the direction of water vapour flux to the northeast (Fig. 9b). This610

change results in a 33% decrease in mean precipitation upwind of the HM and an 18%611

reduction over the central HM. Conversely, precipitation increases in the northern HM612
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(Fig. 9e). Fig. 9h,k display the changes in extreme daily precipitation p99D and extreme613

hourly precipitation p99.9H between CTRL04 and TRED04. Over the HM region, where614

topographic changes exceed 500 meters, the spatial patterns of different precipitation in-615

dices exhibit substantial variation. The distribution of changes in extreme daily precip-616

itation displays a distinct pattern (Fig. 9h), as the northern part of HM experiences an617

increase in extreme daily precipitation after elevation reduction, while the rest remains618

almost unchanged (Fig. 9h). On average, the HMC region sees an increase of 8%, while619

the upwind region experiences a decrease of 12%. Moreover, changes in extreme hourly620

precipitation contrast with that of mean precipitation, with nearly the entire region with621

modified topography experiencing an increase in extreme hourly precipitation, averag-622

ing to an increase of 20% (Fig. 9k). We assume that this more uniform change in hourly623

extreme precipitation is caused by a combined effect of higher surface temperatures and624

a deeper atmosphere, which favours convection. This hypothesis is confirmed by the change625

in simulated CAPE as seen in Fig. 9n. Specifically, the increase in CAPE is most promi-626

nent in the central and southern HM in TRED04. In addition to changes in precipita-627

tion, there is a notable decrease in net water flux at the surface (i.e., runoff) across the628

entire HM region, amounting to a 40% decrease. This includes a substantial decrease of629

51% in runoff upwind of the mountains and a more moderate reduction of 35% over the630

HMC region.631

Table 3. Changes in precipitation in the Hengduan Mountains and its sub-regions (Fig. 1c)

for the topographic modification experiments with reduced topography (TRED04) and envelope

topography (TENV04). Statistics are computed over the rainy season (MJJAS) and the years

2001 - 2005. P refers to mean precipitation, p99D to the daily 99th percentile, p99.9H to the

hourly 99.9th percentile and P - Q to precipitation minus evaporation (i.e. the net water flux at

the surface).

HM HMU HMC

CTRL TRED TENV CTRL TRED TENV CTRL TRED TENV

P [mm d-1] 8.2 6.4 7.1 12.7 8.5 12.7 7.2 5.9 5.8

(-1.9) (-1.1) (-4.2) (+0.1) (-1.3) (-1.3)

P [%] -23 -13 -33 +0 -18 -19

p99D [mm d-1] 64.3 65.8 58.2 97.0 85.7 95.9 56.5 61.1 49.3

(+1.5) (-6.1) (-11.4) (+1.1) (+4.5) (-7.3)

p99D [%] +2 -10 -12 +1 +8 -13

p99.9H [mm d-1] 19.6 22.3 18.5 29.4 29.0 28.7 17.3 20.7 16.1

(+2.7) (-1.1) (-0.4) (+0.7) (+3.4) (-1.2)

p99.9H [%] +14 -6 -1 +2 +20 -7

P - Q [mm d-1] 5.5 3.3 4.5 9.4 4.6 9.4 4.6 3.0 3.4

(-2.2) (-1.0) (-4.8) (+0.0) (-1.6) (-1.2)

P - Q [%] -40 -18 -51 +0 -35 -26

The summer mean precipitation in TENV04 exhibits two peaks, similar to the CTRL04632

simulation, with one located over the western HM and the other over the WSSB (not633

shown). Fig. 9c shows the spatial distribution and magnitude of differences between CTRL04634

and TENV04 for integrated water vapour flux. The topographic change in TENV04 re-635

sults in less moisture transport from the ocean. However, the western HM experiences636

a very small increase in precipitation (see Fig. 9f) probably due to enhanced orographic637

precipitation caused by the larger mountain volume (Imamovic et al., 2019). A few dry638

valleys in the north, such as the Three Parallel Rivers Valley, experience increased pre-639

cipitation in the TENV scenario due to the vanished rain shadowing effect. However, in640
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the majority of the central and eastern HM region, mean precipitation during the rainy641

season decreases substantially (-19%), amounting to a very similar reduction as in TRED.642

On the WSSB, the upward motions play a crucial role in the changes in precipitation643

(Tao et al., 2019). A smoother terrain over the HM in TENV04 leads to a more stream-644

lined atmospheric flow, with less turbulence and mixing, which inhibits the formation645

of clouds and precipitation. This result is explained through differences in vapour trans-646

port and stability between CTRL04 and TENV04 in the following section. Fig. 9i shows647

changes in extreme daily precipitation in TENV04, which largely mirror the spatial pat-648

tern of changes in mean precipitation. These changes include an increase in heavy daily649

precipitation over the western HM and a decrease in the northeastern HM. Fig. 9l re-650

veals that the spatially coherent decrease in precipitation indices for the northeastern651

HM is not apparent for hourly extreme precipitation, which is consistent with the change652

in CAPE, as shown in Fig. 9o. Compared to CTRL04, the simulated CAPE over the HM653

in TENV04 decreases, although the change is very small compared to changes in TRED04.654

This is reflected in the modest and less consistent changes observed in extreme hourly655

precipitation. Notably, the envelope topography resulted in a 26% reduction in surface656

net water flux over the HMC. This reduction suggests a positive precipitation-erosion657

feedback for this region, where high-relief topography favours conditions for increased658

mean precipitation, which accelerates erosion and the further formation of a more pro-659

nounced terrain relief.660

To further analyze thermodynamic and dynamic processes during the rainy sea-661

son, we examine how the along-section wind, moisture, vertical velocity, total diabatic662

heating, and equivalent potential temperature (θe) change at different atmospheric heights663

with modified HM geometries. Fig. 10 shows a transect that crosses the HM and is ap-664

proximately parallel to the prevailing (lower-level) wind direction (see top left of Fig. 10a665

and Fig. 1c).666

By examining the distribution of precipitation depicted in Fig. 9a, it is evident that667

the western boundaries of HM, facing the windward direction, receive a larger propor-668

tion of rainfall compared to other orographic features (e.g., WSSB at ∼105 ◦E) located669

further downwind. The reduction in precipitation observed in areas downwind can be670

attributed to variations in specific humidity (Fig. 10a). The vertical transect of total di-671

abatic heating across the HM (Fig. 1d) reveals two distinct maxima of upward motions,672

one at the southern flanks of the Himalayas at ∼92 ◦E and another over the eastern HM,673

where the significant upward motion can reach up to 200 hPa. On the southern flanks674

of the Himalayas, the surface fluxes from the non-elevated part of northern India play675

an important role in the large-scale South Asian monsoon by changing the meridional676

temperature gradient between northern India and the equator (Boos & Kuang, 2013).677

The precipitation on the WSSB is mainly caused by the vertical moisture flux conver-678

gence (Tao et al., 2019) and is related to the vertical distribution of upward motions (Fig.679

10d). In the southwestern HM, upward motions and diabatic heating are centred near680

the surface of the windward slopes. This suggests that mechanical lifting due to orographic681

forcing is a contributing factor. The topography of the HM acts as a barrier to the south-682

west winds, leading to the generation of lower-level convergence, which contributes to683

horizontal moisture flux convergence and upward motions.684

Fig. 10b displays the moisture availability and along-section wind in the reduced685

topography experiment, which reveals an intensification of south-westerly winds and a686

decrease in moisture supply compared to CTRL04. Comparing the diabatic heating over687

the HM between CTRL04 and TRED04 (Fig. 10d-e), it is apparent that the reduction688

of the mountain range significantly weakened the diabatic heating and upward movement689

over the mountains, especially over the eastern HM where the moisture flux convergence690

is an important factor for local precipitation. Moreover, the reduction of the mountain691

range has a significant impact on diabatic heating to the west of the mountain range at692

∼92 ◦E (Fig. 10e). Additionally, the vertical transects of θe across the HM (Fig. 10g,693

h) reveal decreased values in TRED04 at intermediate heights relative to CTRL04, in-694

dicating a less stable atmosphere in TRED04, favouring higher convective activities (i.e.,695
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heavy hourly precipitation). These findings suggest that the HM affect the Asian mon-696

soon through both orographic insulation and plateau heating.697

The general patterns of moisture and along-section winds are very similar in CTRL04698

and TENV04 (Fig. 10a,c). However, differences in the strength of winds and the avail-699

ability of moisture do exist. In TENV04, southwesterly winds are stronger over the moun-700

tains, which contributes to the intensified precipitation on the windward slopes (Fig. 9f).701

The presence of filled valleys in TENV04 leads to an overall increase in surface eleva-702

tion, which results in a reduction of near-surface specific humidity over the HM. This703

reduction can be attributed to lower temperatures and saturation vapour pressure at higher704

elevations. Apart from the direct changes in elevation, the filled valleys also create a more705

effective barrier to moisture flow, increasing the depletion of water vapour due to oro-706

graphic precipitation. This, in turn, limits the amount of moisture that can be trans-707

ported further into the interior of the region. The reduced surface roughness over the708

HM in TENV04 likely also affects atmospheric stability. As along-section winds, primar-709

ily southwesterlies, are obstructed by the HM, the prevailing wind over the WSSB be-710

comes the cross-section wind, which flows along the valley (see Fig. 7e). The absence711

of the valley in TENV04 prevents the development of precipitation over the WSSB. Fig.712

10f shows the vertical transect of vertical velocity and total diabatic heating in TENV04.713

Comparing these results with CTRL04 reveals a reduction in diabatic heating and up-714

ward movement over the eastern HM. Inspection of θe shows decreased near-surface val-715

ues in TENV04 relative to CTRL04 (Fig. 10i). The modified topography obstructs the716

transport of moisture to the eastern HM and the WSSB, resulting in a more stable at-717

mosphere.718

5 Discussion and conclusion719

In this study, we applied the limited-area model COSMO with a large-scale sim-720

ulation (LSM) at a horizontal resolution of 12km, covering an extended CORDEX East721

Asia domain, and a nested convection-permitting simulation (CPM) at a horizontal res-722

olution of 4.4km, covering the Hengduan Mountains (HM), including parts of southwest-723

ern China and Indochina. We first evaluated the model’s ability to simulate present-day724

climate (CTRL). We then proceeded with two sensitivity experiments involving mod-725

ified HM topography scenarios —a first scenario with a spatially heterogeneous reduc-726

tion of the HM (TRED) and a second scenario with an envelope topography, in which727

the deep valleys were filled (TENV). The main findings of these experiments are sum-728

marized below, followed by a section, in which we embed the results in a broader con-729

text, and an outlook.730

1. Validation results demonstrate the ability of the control simulations (using 12 km731

and 4.4 km grid spacings) to simulate present-day climate over East Asia and the732

HM region. The simulated precipitation reproduces the spatial variations well, al-733

beit with a slight underestimation over India and the South China Sea (SCS). More-734

over, our simulation features lower precipitation biases over the Tibetan Plateau735

(TP) compared to previous modelling efforts owing to a higher spatial resolution736

(D. Wang et al., 2013; B. Huang et al., 2015; W. Zhou et al., 2016). The simu-737

lated monsoon reproduces the temporal and latitudinal progression of both the738

Indian and East Asian monsoon precipitation. On a more regional scale, both CTRL11739

and CTRL04 capture the seasonal precipitation cycle well, but reveal an onset of740

the summer monsoon that is seasonally too early. An additional validation against741

in situ rain gauge station data reveals that the explicit representation of convec-742

tion at finer spatial resolution is beneficial for reproducing accurate magnitudes743

of wet day frequencies and the spatial range of precipitation intensities on a daily/hourly744

scale.745

2. TRED results show that the HM acts as a topographic barrier, resulting in pro-746

nounced orographic precipitation in easternmost India and northernmost Myan-747
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mar. The study also reveals an increase in diabatic heating over the uplifted HM,748

which triggers circulation changes around the uplifted region and strengthens the749

westerly wind from the ocean in South Asia, leading to a marked intensification750

of precipitation in Indochina, southwestern China, and the SCS. Additionally, the751

strengthened cyclonic circulation in the Bay of Bengal extends eastward, indicat-752

ing an intensification of the East Asian summer monsoon upon the uplift of the753

HM. However, the uplift of the HM causes a shallower and more stable atmosphere,754

leading to less convective activity and thus decreased extreme hourly precipita-755

tion.756

3. In contrast to TRED, the TENV’s remote effects on climate are negligible. TENV757

results indicate that the removal of valleys is associated with an overall reduction758

in precipitation and runoff. In the HM upstream region, spatially integrated pre-759

cipitation slightly increases, but the central and eastern HM experience a marked760

drying. This finding suggests a positive feedback mechanism between precipita-761

tion and erosion — at least for this region with its specific terrain configuration762

and flow regime during monsoon.763

Geological evidence shows that the southern two-thirds of the HM have grown higher764

in the latest Miocene or Pliocene (Hoke et al., 2014). Additionally, geological studies in-765

dicate that northeastern India experienced a more humid climate between the Late Miocene766

to Pliocene (Hoorn et al., 2000). Thus, both the geological evidence and the simulations767

conducted in this study support the notion that the uplift of the HM contributes to the768

intensification of the Asian monsoon. However, some relations remain uncertain. Molnar769

and Rajagopalan (2012) linked the more arid northwestern Indian subcontinent between770

11 and 7 million years ago to the growth of the eastern margin of the TP. While in our771

study, the reduction in topography does not result in a significant change in precipita-772

tion in northwestern India. Therefore, if the uplift of the eastern TP is not the primary773

cause, the arid climate in northwestern India may be more closely related to the global774

climatic cooling (H. Lu & Guo, 2013).775

The HM’s complex interaction with monsoon systems has created a complex re-776

gional and local climate, where dissected topography from erosion further enhances pre-777

cipitation. This unique feedback between topography and climate has likely shaped the778

complex topographic and climatic heterogeneity of the region, providing a wide diver-779

sity of habitats for species (Antonelli et al., 2018). Therefore the unique combination of780

tectonic uplift and the monsoon system has created unique conditions for biodiversity781

(W.-N. Ding et al., 2020).782

Further studies are needed to assess the influence of different HM geometries on783

both regional and large-scale climates under different climate conditions. Specifically,784

it would be intriguing to explore whether the observed climate response to reduced HM785

topography is consistent across different paleo-climates, such as the Last Glacial Max-786

imum (LGM) with globally colder temperatures or periods of warmer temperatures. An-787

other compelling area for investigation involves examining if imprints of topography on788

large-scale circulation depend on atmospheric oscillations or modes, such as the El Niño-789

Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), which are both thought790

to influence the interannual variability of the Asian summer monsoon (Pothapakula et791

al., 2020). Addressing this question would necessitate longer simulation periods; how-792

ever, the substantial computational costs of fine-scale, convection-permitting simulations793

currently pose a significant challenge. With a resolution of 4.4 km, we are able to resolve794

the main valleys of the HM (see Fig. 2a) - however, local wind systems that could in-795

fluence precipitation are still not fully resolved. Running simulations with even finer grid796

spacings would therefore shed more light on the complex influence of (small-scale) ter-797

rain relief on precipitation formation. Regarding the envelope topography experiment,798

we noted that lower-level atmospheric flow is predominantly perpendicular to the main799

valleys and obtained results might therefore be limited to this specific configuration. Ad-800
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ditional experiments with more valley-aligned flow would thus nicely complement the801

findings of this study.802
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S1 Topography modification - reduced topography

First, we transform MERIT DEM data (Yamazaki et al., 2017) from geodetic coordinates to

an azimuthal equidistant projection (xae, yae) centred at 33.23
oN and 95.10oE. We then trans-

form these Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates (r, α) with

r =
√
x2
ae + y2ae

α = atan2(yae, xae)
, (S1)

in which the cardinal direction North is at α = 90.0o. Topography is then scaled by a factor

ftot, which is the product of a radius-dependent term fr, an azimuth-dependent term fα and a
constant fc. The radius-dependent term fr is defined as:

fr =



sin2

(
r

r0
π

)
, if 0.0 ≤ r ≤ r0

2

1, if
r0
2

< r ≤ r0
2
+ rext

sin2

(
r − rext

r0
π

)
, if

r0
2
+ rext < r ≤ r0 + rext

0, otherwise

(S2)

with r0 = 1800 km and rext = 300 km. The azimuth-dependent term fα is defined as:

fα =

sin

(
α− α1

α0 − α1

π

)
, if α1 ≤ α ≤ α2

0, otherwise

(S3)

with α0 = −135o and α1 = 45o. These two terms and a constant factor fc = 0.9 are applied in

the following equation, which is used to scale MERIT topography:

ftot = fc fr fα. (S4)

The reduced topography is computed as:

zr = zo −max(z0 − zs, 0) ftot, (S5)

where zr is reduced topography, z0 is modern topography, and zs = 500m an elevation threshold,

below modern topography will not be modified.

As shown in Fig. S1c, starting from the reference location (33.23oN, 95.10oE) and mov-

ing towards southeast, the terrain reduction factor first increases, then reaches a plateau in the

centre of the modified topography (r ≈ 1050 km) and finally decreases to 0.0 at r = 2100 km
according to the sine function functions of Eq. S2. Also, moving anti-clockwise from south-

west (−135o), the terrain reduction factor initially increases, reaches a maximum at α = −45o

and finally decreases again (Eq. S3). The terrain reduction factor is a combined function of the

distance to the reference location (r), the azimuth (α) and the constant amplitude of 0.9 (Eq.
S4). MERIT pixels with elevations below 500 m are not modified (see Eq. S5). The threshold

elevation is set to 500 m to retain the topography in the Sichuan Basin, as it forms the rigid

northwest edge of the Yangtze tectonic plate. Applying the above set of equations reduces the

maximum elevations of the Hengduan mountains from approximately 5000 m to 3400 m.
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Figure S1: Panel (a) shows the modern MERIT topography, (b) the reduced topography. Panel

(c) shows the topography reduction factor ftot (Eq. S4), and (d) the reduction in topography

(modern - reduced topography).

S2 Topography modification - envelope topography

To derive the envelope topography, we process MERIT DEM data for a domain ranging

from 20.1oN to 34.1oN and 94.4oE to 107.4oE. By assuming a spherical Earth with radius re
= 6,370,997 m, we compute the approximate average width and height of the MERIT pixels,

yielding ∆xp ≈ 82.5 m and ∆yp ≈ 92.7 m. We then shift the coordinate origin to the centre

of our domain and approximate latitudinal/longitudinal grid spacing in this shifted coordinate

system (φs, λs) with:

∆λs =
360o

2π re
∆xp

∆φs =
360o

2π re
∆yp

. (S6)
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(b)

(a)

Figure S2: Sketch of digital elevation model (DEM) with mountains represented as grey tri-

angles. (a) shows a convex hull (red line) computed for a ’planar’ DEM while (b) displays

the convex hull for a ’curved’ DEM. By steadily increasing the curvature, an optimal convex

hull can be found (regarding the smoothing of valleys and the number of nodes for the triangle

mesh).

In these coordinates, our domain initially covers a range of ∼ 14.0o along the latitude and
∼ 11.6o along the longitude. We then apply a so-called curvature factor, which ranges from

1.0 to 10.0, to scale the shifted latitude/longitude coordinates and ’spread’ the DEM over a

larger area of the sphere. By doing this, we steadily increase the curvature of the DEM, which

is necessary to find the optimal envelope topography with a convex hull. The concept of this

procedure is illustrated in Fig. S2.

The shifted and scaled spherical coordinates (φss, λss) are then transformed to Cartesian

coordinates, whose origin coincides with the centre of the spherical Earth, via

xec = re cosφss cosλss

yec = re cosφss sinλss

zec = re sinφss

, (S7)

with φss and λss representing the shifted and scaled latitude and longitude, respectively. We

then apply the convex hull algorithmQhull (Barber, Dobkin, &Huhdanpaa, 1996) implemented

in SciPy (Virtanen et al., 2020) and rasterise the obtained triangulated irregular network.

We perform the above steps for all curvature factors in the range of 1.0 to 10.0 – a subset

of these experiments is displayed in Fig. S3. From this figure, we conclude that a curvature

factor of 1.0 results in a too-strong smoothing – e.g., parts of the region where the Brahmaputra

Rivers leave the Himalayas and part of the Sichuan Basin are completely filled. The experiment

with a scaling factor of 5 represents a good trade-off between keeping deep valleys, like in the

Three Parallel River region, filled, but leaving even smaller basins relatively uncovered. We

thus considered this scenario for further processing.

The computed raw envelope topography (zer) does not transition smoothly to modern to-
pography (z0). We therefore define a transition zone and embed the envelope topography in

the modern one. For this, we define a reference location (26.5oN, 100.8oE), compute azimuthal

equidistant projection coordinates (xae, yae) and transform them to polar coordinates (Eq. S1)
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Figure S3: Computed raw envelope topographies for the curvature factors 1.0, 3.0, 5.0 and 7.0.

The first column shows the modern topography, overlain with the nodes of the triangulated

irregular network (only the first two rows) and the individual triangles (only the first row).

The second column shows the derived raw envelope topographies for the individual curvature

factors – the grey areas in the lower right of the panels represent the ocean. The third column

displays the difference between the raw envelope and the modern topography.
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– analogous as for the reduced topography. The embedded raw envelope topography (zere) is
then derived by means of a weighted average:

zere = z0wr + zer(1− wr). (S8)

The weights (wr) are computed as follows:

wr =


0, if 0.0 ≤ r ≤ rc

1
2

(
sin
(

r−rc
rt

π − π
2

)
+ 1.0

)
, if rc < r ≤ rc + rt

1, otherwise

(S9)

with rc = 500.0 km and rt = 100.0 km. However, the embedded raw envelope topography (zere;
see Fig. S4c) represents a rather unrealistic scenario because the additional weight of the rock-

filled valleys would lead to an isostatic adjustment of the surface plate and thus induce an overall

lowering of terrain. We account for this effect with a model describing the vertical deflection of

the plate as a response to a surface loading in two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates (Wickert,

2016; Jha, Harry, & Schutt, 2017):

D∇4w(x, y) + ∆ρ g w(x, y) = q(x, y), (S10)

where w represents the vertical deflection of the plate, ∆ρ = (ρm − ρf ) the density difference
between the mantle and the infill material, g the gravitational acceleration and q the applied
surface load to the plate. The flexural rigidity D is defined as (Jha et al., 2017):

D =
E T 3

e

12 (1− ν2)
, (S11)

where E represents the plate’s Young’s modulus, Te the thickness of the elastic plate and ν the
Poisson’s ratio. Equation S10 can be analytically solved for a point load, which yields (Wickert,

2016):

wi,j = q
α2

2 πD
kei

(√
(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2

α

)
, (S12)

where the subscripts i and j indicate that this represents the spatially distributed response to a
single point load at position (xi, yi). Furthermore, kei is the zeroth-order Kelvin function and
α the flexural parameter, which is defined as

α =

(
D

∆ρ g

)1/4

(S13)

according to Wickert (2016). The combined effect of every elevated MERIT pixel, which acts

as a point load due to increased weight by additional rock material, on the entire plate can be

computed as a superposition of Eq. S12. We assume that the DEM grid is planar and compute

the distance d =
√
x2 + y2 between the MERIT pixels analogous to the implementation of

the geoscientific tool gFlex (Wickert, 2016) by means of the great-circle distance between the

points P1(φ1, λ1) and P2(φ2, λ2):

d = re arccos (sinφ1 sinφ2 + cosφ1 cosφ2 cos(λ2 − λ1)) , (S14)
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with φ representing geographic latitude, λ geographic longitude and re the spherical Earth ra-
dius (6370,997 m). To improve the performance of this step, the computation of the isostatic

adjustment is implemented in Cython (Behnel et al., 2011) and parallelised with OpenMP. The

performance gain is still too low to apply Eq. S12 on the native resolution of MERIT (3 arc-

seconds). We thus compute the isostatic adjustment on an aggregated spatial scale of ∼2.3 km
and bilinearly interpolate the deflection to the native grid of MERIT. The following numerical

values are used for the isostatic adjustment calculations: mantle density ρm = 3500 kg m-3, infill

material density ρf ≈ 0 kg m-3, density of near-surface rock ρnsr = 2300 kg m
-3, gravitational

acceleration g = 9.78 m s-2, thickness of the elastic plate Te = 30 km, Young’s modulus E =

100 · 109 Pa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.27.
An undesired effect of embedding raw envelope topography in modern topography (Fig.

S4c) is the introduction of distinctive topographic depressions at the northwestern boundary of

the modified domain, where deep river valleys are cut off. Furthermore, smaller topographic

depressions might also have been created during the construction of the raw envelope topogra-

phy. These artificial depressions can be problematic for atmospheric flow as cold air pooling

can lead to unrealistically low (near-)surface temperatures and even affect the numerical sta-

bility of the atmospheric simulation. We therefore apply the depression filling algorithm of the

terrain analysis tool RichDEM (Barnes, 2016) to remove topographic depressions. Obviously,

the added terrain mass has an influence on the isostatic balance. We therefore iteratively ap-

ply both corrections (isostatic adjustment and removal of terrain depressions) until the maximal

depth of the remaining depressions is negligible. The final envelope topography (ze) is obtained
after three iterations and is illustrated in Fig. S4e.

S3 Adjustment of grid cells’ glaciation condition due to elevation changes

BymodifiedMERITDEMdata, the output of EXTPAR (COSMO’s pre-processing tool) will

be inconsistent in terms of elevation and glaciation of individual grid cells. To attenuate this

problem, we briefly analyse GlobCover 2009 data (GLOBCOVER; Arino et al. (2012)) to esti-

mate the elevation above which permanent snow and ice cover prevail (zglac). GLOBCOVER
is also used in EXTPAR to determine land cover. We consider a spatial domain ranging from

25oN to 35oN and 90oE to 105oE and compute for every connected glaciated area (connectivity

is checked with the 4 direct neighbours) the mean elevation of its outline (Fig. S5a). To achieve

this, MERIT DEM data with a spatial resolution of 3 arcseconds is conservatively remapped to

the GLOBCOVER grid (with a resolution of 10 arcseconds).

Figure S5a reveals a rather complex spatial pattern of zglac. Lowest values of zglac occur in
the region where the Brahmaputra river leaves the Himalayas and coincides with high amounts

of annual precipitation. The threshold elevation zglac increases particularly towards the north-
west, where precipitation is less abundant due to the rain shadowing effect of the Himalayas.

The overall spatial distribution of zglac seems to be strongly controlled by precipitation pat-

terns, which will shift in climate simulations with modified topography. Established relations

between zglac and small-scale regions would thus not be applicable to modified topographies.
We therefore only derive statistics for zglac on a regional-wide scale. A histogram of the data

presented in Fig. S5a is displayed in Fig. S5b together with the 5%, 50% and 95% percentiles,

which are located at approximate elevations of∼3810 m,∼4640 m and∼5490 m a.s.l., respec-

tively. We use the 5% and 95% percentile to establish a conservative adjustment scheme for

glaciation and elevation changes. The following two adjustment cases for grid cells can occur:
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Figure S4: Stages in deriving the final envelope topography. Panel (a) displays modern topog-

raphy including two circles that show the domain, in which topography is completely (solid red

line) or partially (dashed red line) prescribed by the raw envelope topography. Panels (c) and

(e) show the intermediate and final stage of the envelope topography and panels (b), (d) and (f)

elevation differences between stages.
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• Adjust from glaciated to ice-free (ice→ soil)

Conditions for grid cells: (I) elevation is modified, (II) glaciated and (III) the modified

elevation is below 3810 m.

• Adjust from ice-free to glaciated (soil→ ice)

Conditions for grid cells: (I) elevation is modified, (II) ice-free and (III) the modified

elevation is above 5490 m.

The first case (ice→ soil) applies to a substantial number of grid cells - particularly for the

reduced topography scenario and the CPM simulation with 4.4 km grid spacing (that captures

higher elevations). The soil and surface properties of these cells are replaced by the spatially

closest ice-free cell (with the most similar land fraction). Approximately 1100 grid cells are

adjusted for the reduced topography experiment at 4.4 km grid spacing. The second case (soil

→ ice) is extremely rare for both the reduced and envelope topography. It is thus neglected in

the adjustment procedure.

Figure S5: Glaciation in the Southeastern Tibetan Plateau according to the GlobCover 2009

data set. Panel (a) shows spatially disconnected glaciated areas – their colour corresponds to

the mean elevation of their outlines. Panel (b) shows the mean elevation of the glacier outlines

as a histogram. The vertical black lines with the associated elevation values indicate the 5%,

50% and 95% percentile of the distribution.
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S4 Validation

Figure S6: Validations of seasonal precipitation. All quantities are averaged over the period

2001 – 2005.
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Figure S7: Validations of seasonal 2m temperature. All quantities are averaged over the period

2001 – 2005.
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Figure S8: Validations of seasonal wind at 500 hPa (arrow: wind direction; shading: wind

speed). All quantities are averaged over the period 2001 – 2005.
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Figure S9: Validations of seasonal wind at 850 hPa (arrow: wind direction; shading: wind

speed). All quantities are averaged over the period 2001 – 2005.
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Figure S10: Validations of seasonal specific humidity at 500 hPa. All quantities are averaged

over the period 2001 – 2005.
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Figure S11: Validations of seasonal specific humidity at 850 hPa. All quantities are averaged

over the period 2001 – 2005.
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S5 Results

Figure S12: Maps of (a-c) Precipitation (unit: mm day−1), (d-f) vertically integrated water

vapour transport (unit: kg m−1 s−1), (g-i) sea level pressure (unit: hPa), and (j-l) 500-hPa

temperature (shading; unit: K), geopotential height (contour, unit: meters) and wind barbs

(unit: kt) averaged over dry season (NDJFM). From left to right are the results from CTRL11,

TRED11 and their differences, respectively. The green line in the difference maps indicates

regions with topographic changes greater than 500 meters.
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